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Fantasy Island
With a variety of steep, unexplored runs, Newfoundland is every
hairboater's dream
By JOHN WELD

There's always one more eddy

But paddling solo on Idaho's Lolo Creek with a bear hot on your tail...do
you want to catch it?
By GRANTAMARAL
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It's an old problem and like most
old problemsit isn't going away. If anything
it seems to be getting worse.
I'm talking about river access...
or, rather, boaters being denied river a e
cess.
The subject commanded a great
deal of attention at the annual meeting of
the AWA's Board of Directors and Regional Coordinators, held the night before
the Gauley Festival. The news was not
good. Boaters from all over the country
reported that it is becoming increasingly
difficult to paddle their favorite rivers.
Sadly, it appears that just because a river is flowing free doesn't necessarily mean that we are free to flow with it.
Boaters in Texas, Colorado, New York and Washington are being arrested for
defiant trespass because they must cross privately owned land to reach whitewater
streams. Landowners site liability concerns to justify their actions.
Whitewater enthusiasts bemoan the permit system in effect for wilderness
rivers, ranging from the Selway in Idaho to the Colorado in Arizona. Many have long
argued that the quotas are stacked in favor of the commercial outfitters. Private parties
wait years for the opportunity to challenge these rivers, while individuals who elect to use
commercial support have no difficulty in booking trips.
Boaters in Maine are being charged afee by the Central Maine Power Company
to access the Kennebec.
On Pennsylvania'sLower Yough aUreservationfee"is being levied by the state's
park system. Private boaters who belong to several of that state's most powerful
whitewater dubs have organized protests in Ohiopyle throughout the summer. There is
widespread concern that if Pennsylvania succeeds in generating significant income via
this mechanism, similar agencies all over the country will follow suit, initiating all matter
of "user fees".
Park officials in West Virginia have sighted safety considerations in denying
access to several stretches of dass V whitewater under their control. National Park
officials in Wyoming and Montana have long denied boaters access to rivers lying within
Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks, alleging environmental as well as safety issues.
Tensions are running high between National Park officials and private boaters
on West Virginia's New and Gauley Rivers as well. Squirt boaters are being threatened
with arrest for using life preservers that are not Coast Guard approved. And private
boaters who paddle the New regularly maintain that the river's serene ambience is being
ruined by uptight, officious, heavily armed rangers.
Access problems are also being reported on some of our nation's most popular
Please turn to page 25
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P URPOSE
The American Whitewater Affiliation (AWA) is a national organization with a
membership of over 1300 whitewater boating enthusiasts and more than 50 local canoe
dub affiliates. The AWA was organized in 1961 to protect and enhance the reaeational
enjoyment of whitewater sports in America.
EDUCATION: Through publication of a bi-monthly journal, the AWA provides
information and education about whitewater rivers, boating safety, technique, and
equipment.
CONSERVATION: AWA maintains a national inventory of whitewater rivers,
monitors potential threatsto whitewater river resources through its "River Watch"system,
publishes information on river conservation, works with government agencies to protect
and preserve free-flowing whitewater rivers, and provides technical advice to local
groups regarding river management and river conservation. AWA also gives annual
awards to individuals to recognize exceptional contributions to river conservation and an
annual "hydromania"award to recognize the proposed hydroelectric power project which
woudl be most destructive of whitewater.
EVENTS: AWA organizes sporting events, contests and festivals to raise funds
for river conservation. Since 1986,AWA has been the principal sponsor of the annual
Gauley River Festival in Summersville, West Virginia, the largest gathering of whitewater
boaters in the nation, other than at internationalracing events.
SAFETY: AWA promotes paddling safety, publishes reports on whitewater
accidents, and maintains both a uniform national ranking system for whitewater rivers
(the International Scale of Whitewater Difficulty) and the internationallyrecognized AWA
Safety Code.
ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSES: AWA was incorporated under Missouri
non-profit corporation laws in 1961 and maintains its principalmailing address at PO Box
85,Phoenicia, NY 12464. AWA has been granted tax exempt status by the Internal
Revenue Service under section 501 (c)(3)of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The
charter indudes the following purposes: encourage the exploration, enjoyment, and
preservation of American reaeational waterways or man-powered craft; protect the
wilderness character of waterways through conservation of water, forests, parks, wildlife,
and related resources; promote appreciation for the recreational value of wilderness
cruising and of white-water sports.
PROFESSIONAL STAFF: Except for membership services and the Executive
and Conservation Directors position, all AWA operations, including publication of the bimonthly magazine, are handled by volunteers.
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Dear Bob

I would like to thank Drs. Wiess
and Herrman for their comments, and take
this opportunity to address some of the
issues that have been raised. One thing
that the reader should understand is that
even in the medical community there is
some disagreementabout what may taking
place during a Cold Water Near Drowning.
While researching my artide this was apparent, and I would not have written this
artide without being able to produce adequate references to back up my statements.
On the other hand, I don't thinkthe
position 1 have taken is reallyfarfrom that of
Drs. Wiess and Herrman as they may think.
We all are setting protocols which promote
the use of CPR in as broad a range of
circumstance as the safety of the rescuer
allows. We all recognize that CPR does
have limitations. When or when not is a
difficult and emotionally charged issue,
which can lead to Post Traumatic Stress.
First I would like to discuss what
constitutes cold water. While the Wilderness Medical Society may have a differing
opinion, it is generally accepted that Cold
Water is any water which below 70 degrees
fahrenheit. This definition of Cold Water is
found is the U. S. Coast GuardHandbookof
Cold Water Survival, and is as referenced
in the0.D.N.R. Division of Watercraft's River
Rescue Manual. This definition is also referenced in the A.C.A. Survival in Cold Water pamphlet which was prepared by the
PennsylvaniaFish Commission, and in the
July/August1990 Life Support Basics CEU
article "Near Drowning Rescue", Brita
O'Carroll, R.N., B.S., M.Ed., Rescue Magazine, which is accredited by the George
Washington University EMS degree program.
By defining Cold Water as 50 degrees fahrenheit or less, Drs. Wiess and
Herrman are ruling out the use of CPR for
drowning victims in water between 51 degrees and 70 degrees. In that respect, the
protocolsI have presented allow the use of
CPR under a broader range of circumstances.
Furthermore, I agree with Drs.
Wiess and Herrman that it may take 10-15
minutes to become hypothermic in a still
water environment, but with the cold water
being flushed passed the victims totally
immersed head, the rate of heat exchange

can bedramaticallyincreased. It also seems
that at this point in time there is some
disagreement within the medical community as to whether the life preserving response to cold water is the Mammalian
Diving Reflex, or actually Hypothermia producing the same effects.
To quote the article by Brita
O'Carroll, which I mentioned earlier,"Once
water temperature falls below 70 degrees
F. (21 .Idegrees C.), biological death may
be slowed... Hypothermia reduces the
amount of oxygen needed and carried by
the body. Except in cases in which the
complications of Hypothermia are fatal, the
colder the water, the better the chances of
survival. Brita goes on to say the "drop in
body temperature may be sudden or
gradual... Metabolic functions change, redirecting most of the oxygenated blood
from the extremities to the most vital organs. The heart rate slows and breathing is
inhibited to often almost undetectable levels...".
Once again I must point out that
the safety of the rescuer and other members of the rescue team, is a higher priority
than that of the victim. As a swiftwater
rescue instructor, I find that many people
have a problem with this philosophy, until
they realize that jeopardizing the rescuer
only compounds the problem. To quote an
article by Michael Christie in Response
Magazine, The Journal of Search, Rescue
and Emergency Response, "Under no circumstanceshould you ever endangeryourself or fellow rescuers for a pulseless patient in the backcountry."
Drs. WiessandHerrman havealso
questioned the validity of the statistics for
survival when CPR is used. I agree, they
are inaccurate due to the broad range of
death mechanisms. But even if they were
adjusted to fit only near drowning victims,
under circumstances involving extended
transport on a litter and long periods before
advanced life support, there is little chance
of survival. I hope someone can correct me
on this, but there aren't any recorded cases
I know of where a drowning victim has had
CPR administered during any extended
carry out and survived!
To quote Dr. Warren D. Bowman,
Jr., in Outdoor Emergency Care, " In a
remote situation, where advancedlife support assistance may be many hours away,
CPR may have NO chance of success. In
addition, administering CPR under wilderness conditions may put group members in
serious danger because of physical hazards and exhaustion."
In regard to trying CPR for 10-15
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minutes, without protocols and training
which would give the rescuer the authority
to make that decision, that may be considered abandonment of thevictim.Here is the
true problem, in most states there are no
established protocols which allow a rescuer trained only in CPR to make that decision, or distinguish between the urban setting and the wilderness setting. While there
is no legal liability to begin CPR, the rescuers legally obligated to continue.
While I support the use of CPR for
10-15 minutes in an effort to promote the
spontaneous restarting of the heart, this
leaves the rescuer in an indefensible position. Without a protocol established to protect the rescuer, the decision to terminate
CPR may lead to criticism and litigation.
Furthermore, once CPR is started,
the decision to discontinue may be more
psychologically distressing than accepting
the limitations of CPR, and finality of the
situation. The point can equally be made
that a rescuer who discontinues CPR may
experience guilt for not trying harder
(longer). It is only a matter of when we
decide to give up, and the protocols provided are intended to give an acceptable
guide, ratherthan making an arbitrarydecision. Either way, Post Traumatic Stress
should be addressed through therapy in
the same manner that professional rescue
teams do.
While it is plain to see that I disagree with some of the information Drs.
Wiess and Herrmanpresented, I am happy
to see the dialogue and awareness the
issues create. More important than the article, or the disagreement over when or
when not to use CPR, the AWA has devoted two issues and numerous pages of
print to the value of it's use. Readers have
now been thinking about CPR, and regardless of the differences in opinion, the bottom line is that everyone is in agreement
that under the right circumstances CPR
does save lives.
One additional point does need to
be addressed, and on this my frustration is
with the paddling community; a large number of paddlers do not stay current on their
CPR certification. I strongly believe in the
usefulness of this technique under appropriate circumstances, and am disturbedby
thelackof interest in maintainingCPR skills.
This is a skill which needs to be practiced
and reviewed yearly, if not more often. Did
you recertify this year? Call your American
Red Cross or American Heart Association
for more information1
Sincerely,
Wayne A. Sundmacher, Sr.

Dear Editor,
(Written on the road between Seattle and
Kalisbel, October 2)

I was not looking forward to a 9
hour drive to the in-laws so I grabbed the "all
you can eat" Sept./Oct. AWA journal for a
pleasant distractionfrom the highway madness. Being of western persuasion, I was
looking forward the eastern account of a
river near and dearto my white water heart,
Golden Canyon section of the South Fork
of the Clearwater.
It was enjoyable to read Bob
Gedekoh's docu-drama on the Clearwater.
I too have had similar experiencesand the
psychologicalscars remain.I have immense
respect for her at all levels, from the low
snow and hail flows of April to the record
oven hot flows of June. Forthe readers, the
water level should be commiserate with
their boating skill or mishaps will occur.
Wantabe SF Clearwater boaters please
beware.
I would like to make a small cor-

redion to Bob's artide, in reference to the Rick Williams
eastern boater Chuck Rollins on his last Maple Valley, Washington
day of boating.I was on the river afew days
before and the following week after the
incident. I was very interested in what happened and talked to several locals and a
couple who helped daim Chuck from the
fish latter drop. Only later did I read Charlie Dear Mr. Koll,
Walbridge's eye witness account. Chuck
I have just come into posession of
demise did not happen at Coyote Falls as
Bob leads us to believe, but at a drop a few copies of back issues of your miserapproximately halfway down the run. The able rag, andI ,m writingtovoicemy humble
drop is a major dog leg to the right with an , yet very learned, opinion. I found your
apartment size boulder at the elbow. There magazine lacking from at least two
is a ledge hole at the bottom right that set points,..there were no articles in the issues
the events in motion. The "dog leg" or "log I managed to steal from a hunting camp in
drop" as it was previously called was re- north-central Pennsylvania, dealing with
named by the local boaters in memory of kayak hunting or kayakingfor the survivalist!
Most of us kayak hunter types
Chuck, the Chuck Rollins Memorial drop.
This was done in hope that visiting boaters would enjoy articles dealing with equipwould take this stretch seriously,especially ment and technical data on subjects like;
proper ways to lash your moose to your
enlight of Charlie's eye witness account.
The above is not to detract from kayak to facility running the rapids on class
the seriousness of the canine teeth of Coy- IV/V waters. Also, safety info on shooting
ote Falls that Bob describes. Coyote Falls is from a kayak, etc....
I'm sure the survivalists among us
rarely run and at 1500+ d s is more of what
Grant Amaral calls a stunt than a run. I would benefit from technical data as well as
maps and graphs on escaperoutes through
concur.
Canada for when the horde of Communist
Just the facts ma'am,
bambifreaks and gutless pussies take over

rivers. At this time, Mr. Koll, it will truly be
"Paddle of Die"

The t-shirt featured in American
Whitewater is one of a half dozen designed
by Tom; the art work commemorates specificevents in Tenth Street history. While it
is certainly true that Tom could be bribed
with intoxicantstowards the end of a Grand
Canyon trip (or any other time for that matter), Boat People t-shirts ARE NOT FOR
SALE. The only exception is a Central
American Boat People t-shirt that is being
soldby RiosTropicalesin Costa Ricaas the
result of the treasonous actions of aformer
member of the Tenth Street gang.

David L. Wenner
Kamsack, Sask.

good stories about California whitewater!
Name withheld

(Editor's note: Sorry...but Bob
Gedekoh andlhave vacationedinIdahofor
the past two summers and since we don't
get enough submissions of appropriate
length accompaniedbyphotos, we've been
forced to fill the pages of this worthlessrag
with a continuingtravelogueofoursummer
adventures.
Naturally, we'd be happy to print
decent stories from other parts of the
Mike Mayfield
world...if folks would just send them to us.
Boone, North Carolina
Butgiven the intellectofmostof the boaters
I know--that's not a likely prospect. So
intead--if you'djust sendme round-trip tickets to either Washington, California, Corsica,
British Columbia, Chile or Nepal, and arrange forgear and transportationonce /get
there...I'dbe glad to feature the location of
Dear Editor,
your choice!
But really, Name Withheld, CaliI'm getting just about ldahoed to fornia? We couldn't get decent pictures.
death! For the last two years it seems that With the drought, the rivers in the Sierras
every issue has a feature about Potato are too dusty for good shots.)
state rivers. What gives, anyway? Can't
you run articles about runs in differentparts
of the country? I'd really appreciate some

Dear Bob,

I am pleased to see photos of Tom
Wise modeling a Boat Peopole t-shirt in two
recent issuesof American Whitewater.Tom
is a charter member of the Tenth Street
Paddlers, a group of boaters who spent
their formative (devolutionary) years in college together in Knoxville, Tennessee. The
group became radicalized when they were
evictedfromtheirdespicablyrundownhome
on Tenth Street to make way for the 1982
World's Fair. The group has shared quarters all over the world since that time, but
the name and spirit of Tenth Street live on.
During a stint in Golden, Colorado, neighbors of the Tenth Street gang
began referring to them derisively as the
"boat people."Since that time, the group
has been known by both names.
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Relicensing efforts
gain momentum
By RICHBO WERS
Conservation Program
Director
The AWA relicensing
effort continues to evolve.
Coalitions of river
recreationists and conservationists are now starting to get
off the ground in New York,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Maine
and regional New England.
AWA is playing a lead role in
their formation. Unfortunately,
the Michigan coalition
currently only represents
fishing interests, and needs
boater input. (Please AWA to
find out how you can help.)
These coalitions
show a lot of promise. For the
first time, boating dubs are
working together on one
theme, and speaking with one
voice for whitewater recreation. An example is the Pine
River project, in which all of
the following paddle groups
are involved: AWA, ACA, John
Muir Chapter of the Sierra
Club Wild Rivers Committee,
Univ. of WI Hoofers Outing
Club, Badger State Boating
Club, Cascaders Canoe &
Kayak Club, Chicago
Whitewater Association, Boat
Busters Anonymous,
GreenbayPaddlers United,
and Whitewater Specialty (a
commercial boating store and
school). We suspect that
others would have liked to be
involved, but were not aware
of their organizations. Over
the weekend of October 3 and
4, many of these organizations participated in the
Johnston Falls whitewater test
on the Peshtigo River, WI).
If we are successful
with these coaltions, besides
gaining whitewater runs and
flows, we may be able to look
forward to better access,
cleaner water, more pristine
river corridors, and better fish

populations, in all, just better
quality rivers.
The more we learn
about the river segments
affected by relicensing, the
more excited we become1
So far FERC has
upheld AWA requests for
whitewater testing at the
following sites: Moxie Stream
(ME), New River WA), Bear
River (UT) and the Nisqually
River (WA). Some of these
are short bomber runs, such
as the class IV Pine rapids,
and some are expedition style
trips, such as the Tallulah
Gorge in (GA). This run is
over 2 miles of class IV-V, and
drops approximately 600 feet
in one section (including one
90 foot falls).
In early August, AWA
representatives visited the
Nisqually river to check out a
2-mile bypass (Courtesy of the
City of Takoma). This turned
out to be one of the most
beautiful canyons imaginable.
Except for approximately
twelve people (Company
personnel and rescue
squads), it has been totally
offlimits to the general public.
Since the Northwest had a
drought during this period,
only the State-recommended
minimum flow (5 cfs.) was
available. There is no doubt
that this will be one of the
most demanding, and scenic,
whitewater runs in the state.
However, we still
need a release to determine
the runnability of this section
since there is a natural rock
dam in the lower box canyon!
The only way to finally judge
the boatability of this section is
with a runnable flow to
determine where the water
goes.
Whatever the final
determination, AWA representatives came away convinced
that boaters need to look at

Falls #1 on Wisconsm's Pine River. A coalition of boaters are
working to put water back into the Pine.
each of river segment
involved in relicensing. You
don't know what is in your own
backyard until you look.
Remember, dams also offer
boating flows in normal, low
flow periods. Even if it is a
short section, it may well offer
a good play rapid, a potential
training site, or an alternative
to a drive to the next state.

If you would like to
help restore, or eventually
boat, any of the river sections
invovled in relicensing, please
call Rich Bowers at (301) 2360436. Or just call to discuss a
river you think might have
potential.

No "low-floats" in WV
According to Sgt.
Larry Case, in charge of the
whitewater program for the
WVDNR, his department will
be stepping up enforcement of
an existing (1981) WV law
which requires all private
boaters (kayakers or fishermen in boats under 16 feet in
length) to have "readily
available" a certified Coast
Guard approved life jacket.
Reportedly, the
popularity of various slab
vests, float supports, and
homemade floatation has
required this step up in
implementing this law. This
was first noticed during the
3auley Festival weekend
when several boaters were
given warnings on the New
and Lower Gauley rivers.
According to the
statute, any private boater not
n compliance is subject to
*eceivinga ticket (for out of
state boaters this could mean

immediate presentation before
a magistrate, or confiscation
of the lifejacket).
As an excellent
example of the usefulness of
this law (and Coast Guard
certifications for whitewater),
the rule is that the boater have
this device "readily assessable". This does not mean
that you need to wear it.
According to Sgt. Case, if a
boater has a certified jacket in
the boat, this would legalize
the paddler. (One possibility
would be to replace existing
air bags with old jackets,
giving these a well-needed
airing ??).
As this is a State law,
it may well affect boaters on
all rivers in West Virginia. To
date the National Park Service
in charge of the New and
Gauley land areas has stated
that they do not plan to
enforce this law on private
boaters on behalf of the DNR.
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Magic Falls on the Kennebec. The A WA is protesting user fees
on the Kennebec--oneof the access issues across the nation.

AWA recognizes access
as #I river issue
At its annual meeting
held in West Virginia the
weekend of the Gauley
Festival, the AWA board of
directors voted unanimously
to establish a committee
addressing the growing
problems associated with river
access in this country.
Critical tasks to be
undertaken by this committee
are the formulation of an AWA
nationwide position statement
on the public right to "free
access" of our rivers, and
structuring this to fully confront
the numerous and diverse
access problems facing
paddlers across the country.
Additional responsibilities
include: Developing an
organizational stance on such
"hot" topics as the Lower
Youghiogheny user fees, and
the Concessionaire issue
(which pits private boaters
against commercialoutfitters),
pursuing legal andlor legislative answers for these topics,
and compilation of a nationwide listing of whitewater
access issues.
The AWA board of
Directors view access as the
number one priority impacting
river users at this time, and
growing every day. There are

a number of important issues
currently causing problems on
whitewaterrivers.
Kennebec River in
Maine - Central Maine Power
has imposed access fees to
river users to help pay for upkeep and facilities on the river.
Originally, this fee was $5 per
boater, and $1 per carload for
fishermen. Boaters have
been able to get this reduced
and standardized to $1 for all,
but communications between
river users and the developer
have been destroyed.
Boaters have never
wanted more than access and
flow (guaranteed under
CMP'S original license) and
view any fee as paying for
these.
Youghiogheny River,
PA - One of the highest use
(intermediate) rivers in the
east, situated at Ohiopyle
State Park. Imposition of a $4
"reservation fee" for private
boaters and rafters. This fee
is in effect whether you make
a reservation or not, and
affects river users only. If you
sight-see, bike, hike or
anything else, there is no fee.
This fee does nothing for river
improvements or upkeep, but
flows back into the PA general

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL

(800) 367.3521
FAX (704) 488-2498
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fund.
Even with numerous
protests, the State Legislature,
Governors office, and Dept. of
Envir. Resources have to date
refused to negotiate. Also at
issue is access to run
Ohiopyle Falls, which at this
time commands a heavy
penalty.
Genessee River, NY
- Letchworth State Park is
another example of over
management by the Park
Superintendent. A $5 fee is
needed prior to accessing the
river, as well as a four page
waiver for liability. Another
waiver is needed for high
flows, and another for higher
flows. Even with all of this,
earlier this spring private
boaters were denied access
for over a month, for "safety"
reasons; commercial raft trips
were not subjected to the
same level of regultory abuse.
Armuchee Creek,
Chattahoochee, Ichauway/

Notchaway Creeks, and
others, GA. - Under GA law
(1836) rivers are not held
navigable by definition of
floating commerce or small
boats. Due to pressure from
large river-side landowners,
the state DNR has dedared
these non-navigable rivers
"dosed". 34 boaters were
arrested for boating these
streams earlier this year. The
Geogia Supreme Court has
upheld this by granting "no
decision".
On the Little River,
Massachusetts, downstream
from the City of Springfield's
water treatment, access has
been denied for water safety
reasons, even though their is
a hydro development between
the storage area and the
whitewater run. For additional
information, please contact
Rich Bowers at (301) 2360436, or Ric Alesch at (303)
985-8620.

I Pan-American rivers

1 studies bv AWA
J

On September 25,
the AWA hosted a seminar to
explore a possible strategy for
addressing future river issues,
outside of the traditional U.S.
boundaries. Approximately 20
people attended this meeting,
representingdiverse interests
including the Tatshinshini
River (Yukon and Alaska), the
Great Whale in Quebec,
Chilean Rivers (including the
Rio Bio), Costa Rican Rivers,
and several representatives of
the hosting state of West
Virginia. This seminar was
promptedby a growing
concern among boaters (and
others), on issues related to
destruction of pristine rivers in
the Western Hemisphere,
destruction of resources for
indigenous peoples, and

recreational
opportunities.During this
preliminary meeting several
overlapping themes were
apparent which affect all river
issues, regardless of location:
Each are threatened by hydropower or mining development.
While many are not opposed
to this, there are major
concerns over the lack of
environmental and economic
studies which analyze future
impacts to river watersheds.
There is opposition to
reducing a river's potential to
a single use, and in ignoring
the disastrous results of
unrestricted development
such as we have seen in the
U.S. over the last eighty
years.
In the short run, U.S.
interest groups can slow down

A New Generation of Whiiewater Playboats!
More paddling, less swimming. MOHAWK'S Whitewater
Playboats are very stable and very dry. Our Playboats are easy
to addle and auick to accelerate. The round bilaes which
blend into flared sides, forward and aft, result i n a canoe that
turns on a dime, is stable-surfing and easy to roll. The
MOHAWK family of XL Playboats is the right choice for a
veteran expert daring to challenge Grade V Whitewater, or a
novice learning to paddle Grade II Whitewater! We invite your
comparison wiih any other such canoe. Paddle a MOHAWK XL,
look it over, then make your purchase decision. If you can't try
an XL, talk to someone who owns one or has paddled it.

Durable Royalex hulls, Plastic decks, PVC gunnels with
aluminum reinforcement, Aluminum thwarts. Also available all wood trim including beautiful wood inlaid decks, white ash
gunwales with drain slots.

Abhwk Gzma
963 N. H w ~ 427,
. LONGWOOD, FL 32750, (407) 834-3233

X112
XL13

A shorter playboat - really quick turns.. . stable.. . dry
fun in low water rapids.. . use in Grade 11, Ill, and IV
Whitewater.
Our most popular playboat.. . the more you paddle
it the better you like it.. . paddlers thru250 pounds
are paddling whitewater thru Grade V.. . really
stable.. . very, very dry.. .easy handling.

Xh14

A short combination tandem and solo playboat.. .
fun in rapids, and easy to paddle between rapids..
more room.. . Whitewater thru Grade V.

XL15

The tandem playboat.. . Whitewater thru Grade V.. .
Stable, dry, and maneuverable.. . A whitewater
tripping canoe.. . good volume.. .

XL13
XL14

13'3"
14'3"

32%"
32%"

Depth

Beam 4 W L Weight

15%"
15%"

29%"
30"

W

Price'
$675
$700
$725

'Add freight to pricelsubject to change

~ ~ 1XL2 13,
, XL15 also avallabh,at. Westem Canoeing

Box 115, A#rotstord, 6.C;.Canada Y2S 4U8
Phone 16041853-9320

development, and perhaps
push for environmental
sensitivity, but final issues can
only be decided by the people
living in the areas. This holds
true for creating a river
organization in any country,
induding our own!The best
way to defend river resources
is to get people on the river
(especially those who will act
as policy barometers), and let
the river sell itself.
Conclusions reached
during this meeting were that
boaters and river conservationists in this country should
get involved in these issues,
and that this group would work
to promote this effort and
address several solid strategies for river interests. U.S.
boaters should pursue an
active role in sharing their
experience with others. Each
of these problems are ones
with which U.S. river interests
have gained experience with
over the last eighty years.

Slalom
Wildwater
Sea Touring
Squirt Paddles
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Recreation is only a small part
of a much larger picture
regarding river values in PanAmerican issues (development and tourism economics,
heritage, standards of living,
etc.). But that this small part
offers a strong background
and an intense sense of river
worth which offer a critical
perspective to this overall
larger picture.U.S. interests
need to export all knowledge
to our neighboring countries,
both conservation and
industrial experience. For
years, U.S. companies have
provided technical expertise in
return for exploiting the natural
resources available from this.
River interests now
have the opportunity to
provide an education on the
costs of unrestricted and illplanned development, and
spare others the hard lessons
learned in our own country.

One Eyed Jack on Chile's Bio-Bio. The Bio is just one of South
America's threatened whitewater resources.

Rivers and Trails program funded
The NATIONAL
PARK SERVICE Rivers and
Trails Conservation Assistance Program has been
appropriated a record $6.8
million in funding for fiscal
year 1993, a $1.5 million
increase over last vnar.

Along with others,
the American Whitewater
Affiliation lobbied hard to win
increased funding for this
worthwhile project, and this
represents a successful
campaign in a year of very
tight budget allocations.

Durable
Handcrafted
Well Balanced
High Performance

NRS Neoprene
Wetsuits
$75.00489.95

Wetshoes
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Gloves
$8.35422.50

Call for a FREE
1991 Watersports Catalog
Silvermine Rd Box 5, Bryson City, NC 28713 [7041488-9542
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Inside the gel h v a ~

Energy bill passage
leads national news
By ED E. LYNE
An eight-lane
interstate highway (known as
the "beltway") encircles
Washington, D.C.* like an
poisonous snake protecting
the capitol from the reality
outside. Inside this terrifying
inferno, while the rest of the
nation looks on in horror, the
ponderous wheels of government slowly grind away.
The world inside the
beltway is a cacophonous
Tower of Babel- inhabited by
politicians, bureaucrats, T.V.
news casters, lobbyists,
lawyers, government contrao
tors, drug addicts, and special
interest groups.

Undeterredby this
horrific scene, and ever alert
to anything and everything
affecting whitewater, AWA
keeps a dose watch on
events of interest to
whitewaterboaters.
The following is part
of a continuing series of
reports from inside the
beltway.
* Stands for Darkness and Confusion.
Editor's Note:
Unless otherwise stated, the
views expressed in this
article are those of the
author and do not reflect the
policies or views of the
A WA.

ENERGY BILLMARATHON
ENDS
The National Energy
Bill has finally completed its
contentious 2-year journey
through Congress.
On October 1,
agreement was reached by
House and Senate conference committee. On October

3, the language of the
agreement was approved by
the House of Representatives,
and 5 days later, after various
delays and "filibusters", the
agreement was approved by
the Senate.
Only a few hours
later the Clerk of House of the
Representatives tossed the
"official papers" embodying

Lynx
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P.O. Box 3412 Boise, ID 83703
2081344-7506 FAX 2081345-1856

the final deal, all 1300
pages of them, into the
back of a grey Ford
Econoline van and crated
them down to the White
House, along with about 50
or 60 other bills passed in
the final convulsive hours of
the 102ndCongress. The
total package weighed in
excess of 1500 pounds.
This massive
mound of legislation all
emerged in the final 2 or 3
days of the 102nd Congress, after having been
batted back and forth,
mulled over, chewed over,
digested and redigested
several times over.
In one gargantuan
spasm, Congress had
ejected a huge wad of
legislative gobbledegook in
a westward direction from
Capitol Hill towards 1700
Pennsyvania Avenue, like
the sudden freeing of a
painful long-term intestinal
blockage.

Blearly-eyed from
sleepless night after sleepless
night, exhausted members of
Congress stumbled down the
Capitol steps and made their
way across the Potomac to
National Airport, returning home
to campaign and explain to their
constitutents what wondrous
things they have been doing to
dean up the MESS in Washington.
So what they do for us
? (Or TO us, as one Congressman from Lousiana so aptly
phrased it.)
River conservationists
won some ....and lost some ....in
the Energy bill. Overall, it was a
plus, but conservation forces
were unable to get thier top
priority amendment adopted.
The hydro provisions of
the National Energy Act began
their lives as a kind of intellectual
virus, nurtued in the dank and
poisonous atmosphere of the
National Hydropower Association. Unfortunately, the Bush
Administration caught the bug.

The Energy Department
eagerly signed on and
presented the bill to Congress,
billing it as a scheme to
increase domestic energy
production by "streamlining"
hydroelectric power development.
Streamling could be
achieved, according to the
Hydropower Association, by
by sidestepping environmental
requirements, ignoring State
and local concerns, reducing
the (already inconsequential)
attention paid to protecting
fish and other aquatic species,
and increasing the power of
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in relationship to all other participants in
the hydropower licensing
process. FERC would become
a "one-stop-shopping"
supermarket for the hydro
developers, sort of a drive-by
Walmart where developers
could get whatever they
wanted, quickly and on credit.
On closer o b s e ~ a -

tion, it became clear that
"streamlining" was a nice word
for "hijacking" and that "onestop-shopping" was really
more like drive-by shooting.
The plan was to hijack
America's rivers and leave
river conservation interests
without the weapons to do
anything about it. The original
bill authorized the hydro mafia
to break into the Federal
Power Act and hot wire the
building of new dams across
the nation. Boaters, fishermen
and John Q. Public would be
left standing in the parking lot
wondering where their rivers
went ... and powerless to fight
back.
But this was not to
be. For once, things did not go
as planned by the National
Hydropower Association.
Thanks to a massive
and concerted effort by river
conservation interests (with
AWA's Rich Bowers right
there on the front line with
other pro-river advocates), the

PADDLES FOR I;HE QO'S

hydro provisions of the energy
bill were virtually turned inside
out. Almost all of the "streamlining" was cleaned out, and a
major effort was made to put
some new anti-theft devices
into Federal law to make
FERC's river hijacking game
more difficult.
It was not an easy
job to do. FERC is a rogue
agency, a kind of gang of
hydro maniacs that has been
on a rampage since 1920,
wreaking irreversible havoc on
America's rivers. Although
FERC is, by nature and
constitution, utterly unresponsive to the general public, it
does have a powerful
consituency, a sort of Klu Klux
Klan of dam builders whose
livelihood depends on
continuing their dam-building
juggernaut until every river in
America with any kind of
gradient at all is locked up
behind a power generation
dam. With FERC out front,
and these goons in the back

room, the struggle to turn the
hydro provisions around was
truely intense.
River conservationists overcame the pro-hydro
boys in their first encounter by
convincing the Senate to
delete several pro-hydro
provisions. When the energy
bill later reached the House of
Representatives, conservationists went on the offensive.
Congressman George
MILLER of California added
on 4 pro-river amendments.
One of these would stop
FERC from licensing hydro
projects in national parks.
Another gave the the Forest
Service and the Bureau of
Land Management greater
authority to control hdyro on
Federal lands. A third, stongly
supported by Connecticut
Congressman SAM
GEJDENSON, would prevent
FERC from condemming
State parks to build new hydro
projects.
The fourth MILLER

amendment was the Whopper
in this group. Originally the
brainchild of Congressman
PETER KOSTMAYER of
Pennsylvania, this amendment would have allowed
States to pass laws establishing hydro free zones on rivers
of particular State or local
importance. The amendment
would have revolutionized the
Federal-State control over
rivers, ending a struggle that
has been going on for over 70
years by giving States the
right, for the first time, to
control dams on rivers that are
especially important to local
fishing, boating, or other
conservation interests. The
amendment could have
ignited a wildfire of grass roots
river conservation activity
throughout the country.
Under current law,
FERC ignores State and local
river conservation concerns.
FERC licenses hydro projects
on State wild and scenic rivers
(like the Klamath in Oregon,

the Skykomish in Washington,
or the Youghiogheny in
Maryland) and on State
protected rivers (like the North
Fork of the Payette in Idaho).
FERC has even licensed
hydro development in State
and municipal parks over the
objections of State and local
governments (like Yantic Falls
in Connecticut).
Although the Hydro
gangsters were desperately
anxious to preseve this cushy
(for them) situation, Miller
Amendments #1, #2, and #3
passed the House of Representatives easily. It was a
tougher battle to get #4
adopted, but it finally scored a
221 to 195 victory in the
House.
After this stunning
victory, river conservationists
around the country, including
AWA Regional Coordinators,
began a campaign to enlist
the support of their governors
for all 4 the Miller amendments. This was necessary to
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gain support in the Senate.
The Western Governors's
Association, at the request of
Idaho Governor Cecil Andrus,
adopted a resolution in favor
of the Miller Amendments and
transmitted it to Congress. So
did the Southern Governor's
association, and a number of
individual governors wrote
personal letters of support.
The final battle was
joined when House members
and Senators met to resolve
differences between the
House and Senate versions of
the energy bill. (The Senate
version had none of the Miller
amendments.) After hours of
wrangling and barganing,
Miller got the Senators to
agree to most of what he
wanted dealing with Federal
lands, National Parks, and
State Parks. But Senator
Malcom Wallop (R-Wyo) was
totally rabid in his opposition
to the State-ProtectedRivers
Amendment (#4) and refused
to relent on that provision.

Time finally ran out, forcing
MILLER and KOSTMAYER to
reluctantly cave in on the
State Protected Rivers
Amendment.
It was a disappointing loss, but the fight will
continue. River conservation
advocates are alreading
planning a new and different
strategy for the next Congress, a strategy to end run
Senator Wallop and his band
of river hijackers.
OTHER KEY RIVER
LEGISLATIONPASSES
While the National
Energy Act held on to Center
Stage in the last months of the
1992 Congressional Session,
there was lots of other action.
A key issue was
resolved with a big win for
river protection advocates
when the AUBURN DAM was
defeated. This was a
squeaker, but a very significant victory for river protection
advocates. Auburn Dam was
the last of the Bin Time Armv

I

Corps of Engineers Boondoggles. The legislation would
have authorized a huge dam
on the American River,
destroying several of the most
popular whitewater runs in
California. The dam was sold
as flood control for Sauamento. This turned out to be
largely bogus. The real
beneficiaries were real estate
developers who wanted
lakefront property and
agricultural water interests
who wanted water for irrigation.
FRIENDS OFTHE
RIVERS, California's premier
Statewide river conservation
group, enlisted the support of
American Rivers, AWA, and
other national organizations to
fight the Auburn Dam project.
They waged all-out war
agsinst the powerful Congressional interests promoting this
project. Luckily, dam backers
got greedy and began fighting
amongst themselves as to
how bin the dam should reallv

be. Between the entrenched
opposition of river conservationists, the infighting among
dam supporters, and the
largely unbelievable arguments being made to justify
the dam, the project was
defeated.
The GRAND
CANYON PROTECTION ACT
also passed Congress in the
final days of the 1992 session,
but a the time this article went
to press, it was not clear that
the President would sign the
bill.
New provisions to
protect the ecology of the
Grand Canyon downstream of
Glen Canyond Dam were
included in a gigantic bill
known as the Reclamation
Reform Act.
This bill included
number river conservation
reforms involving Federal
Bureau of Reclamation
projects in the Central Valley
in Caifornia and in Central
Utah.

Kaiinelle Medical Center, Inc.
645 Kanawha Avenue

Rainelle, W. Va. 25962 Phone 304-438-6188

Fax 304-438-7430

ATTENTION P H Y S I C A L THERAPISTS!!!
Rainelle Medical C e n t e r has become a Rural Academic
Center for Health C a r e Education, Service, a n d Research. Students
from various health care backgrounds including physical therapy.
nursing, medicine. dentistry and pharmacy are being trained onsite.
Rainelle Medical Center is currently recruiting for o n e
full-time and o n e part-time Physical T h e r a p y position to meet the
needs of both patient care programs expansion and the establishment
of the health p r o f e s s i o n s education program. Successful applicants
should desire to work with P.T. and other heaitn professions
students.
RMC enjoys excellent relationships w i t h a r e a physicians
and tremendous practice autonomy.
Emphasis o n orthopedics.
industrial injuries, back and neck schools, and health care
education. Competitive salary and benefits.
N e w l y offered loan
repayment option for recent graduates.
Practice high-quality care in a rural a r e a w i t h abundant
outdoor recreational activities available for all four seasons.
Kayaking. white water rafting, canoeing, skiing, fishing, hunting
etc... Own land and/or a home at 1960's prices, and be 10 minutes
from the river. Please call or send resume to: Bill Hanlon, B S P T
MSPT
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Gauley Fest
draws crowd
of paddlers,
exhibitors
and curious
locals
When Ifirstvisited the new Gauley
Festival site back in July, my immediate
reaction was panic. Sure the grounds,
buildings and facilities of Nicholas County
Veterans Memorial ParkwereallIhadhoped
for, but how would we ever fill it? This was
a county fairgrounds after all, would our
modest little gathering appear lost in these
acres and acres of field?
My confidence grew as the calls
pouredin from prospective exhibitorsas far
away as Idaho and Colorado, Florida and
Maine. Not only were all the old standards
returning, enoughnew exhibitors were signing on to increase the Marketplace 55%
over its previous dimensions! And among
them were some unusual new offerings that
promised to be fun -- a masseuse, a
whitewater potter, even a local winery.
Things were definitely looking up.
As the Gauley Festival tookshape
up on September 26 and the crowds gathered, I breatheda sigh of relief and sat back
to mix up a batch of margaritas for the
volunteers. The middle of the field still
looked a bit spacious and the feel was not
quite intimate (read that "crowded"), but
dwarfed we were not. Looking around we
saw the potential for introducing new fun
and games (maybe even group competition?) next year. A bunch of us began to
plan....
Over 1800 paid admissions were
recorded by our trusty gate keeper Pete
Skinner. Add that to the myriad volunteers

Top: Phyllis Horowtz, Bob
Glanville, Pete Skinner and Susan
Glanvilleget ready to greet the
crowds; middle: bargain hunters
examine boats at Silent Auction;
bottom: crowds swell as the night
falls.

PADDLECOMPANY
WfflTEWATER
CANOE & KA YAK PADDL ES
with proven

performance you demand
durability you want
value that makes $ sense

Call or write for information & outfitters in your area:
RD 1, Spring Mills, PA 16875
8 14-422-8844

The Finest Kayaks Around the World

The Prijon line of kayaks are blowmolded
from HTP-the finest High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene. Ils stiffness and durability logether with our true Keyhole cockpits and
collision ulale footbraces set a
standard for safety
and
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A little haggling over price.

and exhibitors, and you have an impressive turnout. And let's not forget the behind-the-scenes staff who launched the
event -- Anita Adams (site procurement),
Rich Bowers (conservation exhibits), Susan Gentry (camping director), JoeGreiner
(volunteer coordinator), Chris Koll, Caron
Sanford, Bob Gedekoh, et al. (auctioneers
supreme), Barry Tuscano, Denis McLane,
Pat Nortonand Neal Bana(lighting). These
were the folks who made it all happen.
As in the past, Gauley Festival
proceeds will go a long way in funding
AWA's Whitewater Defense Project. This
year West Virginia Rivers Coalition will
receive a hefty $5,000 chunkof the action,
and a number of other deservingwhitewater
activists will also reap the benefits. So
thanks to all of you who came out to share
the fun. It was a great evening, right?
And uh, while you'reat it, why not
mark your calendar for next year's even
bigger and better Gauley Fest -- September 25, 1993. Same place, same time.
See you there!
POSTSCRIPT: Oh yeah, about
the beer situation. While alcoholic beverages are technicallynot allowed at the new
site, the Park's Superintendent and Commissioner very leniently offered to overlook their discreet consumption. So next
year, plan on bringing your own in unidentified containers. Don't worry -- if you
forget, we'll be handing out paper cups at
the AWA booth.

1-Canyon
Predictable and responsive,
r-Canyon offers optimum
I performance for everyone
creek boaters to beginners.
ddle on any adventure.

e*- decade is available in either light
or extreme configurations. Unmatched
for surfing, yet very comfortable on the
edge. Simply the best playboatthere is.

P"

re at for expert teams, Couples andg"id%g
novices. YOU canlall in love with a Topo-Duo.

For information on these boats and the rest
of the Prijon line, call or write: (303) 444-2336
Wildwasser Sport USA, Inc. P.O. Box 4617, Boulder, CO 80306

Paddleathonraises
funds f orconservation
During June, paddlers across the
country turned out to take part in the First
Annual AWAIDagger Paddle-A-Thon and
raised dose to $1,900 for the Whitewater
Defense Project. The premise was simple
-- paddle whenever and wherever you like
and get sponsors to pledge cash for every
hour spent on the river. And the payoff was
big -- thanks to The Dagger Canoe
Company's and Dagger Paddles' generous donation of grand prizes and William
Nealy's typically awesome T-shirt design.
This year's big winnerswere: Kerry
Deardorff of Chicago, Illinois ($456.32 Dagger boat of choice); Greg Trenary of
Strasburg, Virginia ($427.50 - Dagger
paddle of choice) and Nancy Cramer of
Maumee, Ohio ($225 - Moonstone Polartec
Pullover). Noonewent awayemptyhanded
-- all entrants received Paddle-A-Thon Tshirts and many earned an array of AWA
product awards.
A number of AWA Affiliate Clubs

Team Dagger fronted by Steve Scarborough
also benefitted from the Paddle-A-Thon.
Participants paddling on behalf of a local
Affiliateclub notonlywon individual prizes,
butsaw25%of themoney they had personally raised turned over to their clubs. In this
way Chicago Whitewater Association, Toledo River Gang, Housatonic Area Canoe
and Kayak Squad, Canoe Cruisers Assoaation and Western Carolina Paddlers all
received a portion of the proceeds for use
on the project of their choice.

Joe Pulliam, head of The Dagger
Canoe Company, was so encouraged by
the turnout for this first-time event that he
has already agreed to furnish grand prizes
fortheSecondAnnualAWA/Dagger PaddleA-Thon in June of 1993. It is our hope that
news of this novel contest will spread by
reputation and by word-of-mouth to help it
grow from year to year.
Start enlisting your sponsors today!

WEST VIRGINIA'S MOST
COMPLETE PADDLING SHOP
Located i n the Heart of the
New & Gauley Rivers
Products from: Perception, Wilderness
S y s t e m s , Silver C r e e k , H a r m o n y ,
P a t a g o n i a , Stohlquist, Rapidstyle,
Extrasport, North Face, Teva, Alps,
Nike, Birkenstock, AND MORE!

NORTM AMERICAN
RIVER RUNNERS. INC
On U.S.'Route 60, Ih Mile
East of U S . 19 lntersectio~

'WAVE Sports
(303) 879-4371 P.O.Box 775207 Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
Write or call for a catalog and your nearest dealer.

AWA Board of Directors election
Four candidates
nominated for
decision-making
body of AWA
Four candidates have been submitted b y the A WA Executive committee
for approvalby the generalmembershipfor
inclusion on the Board of Directors.
Please review the followingbiographies and vote your approval or disapproval on the attached ballot. Candidates
require a minimum of 50%approval from
the membership to be named to the Board.
Ballots should be postmarked no
later than December 20, 1992.

MAC THORNTON
Washington, D.C.
After listeningall year to presidential candidates spout insults and numbers
that didn't add up, it is nice to be in an
election where the issues are simple. My
platformis on my license plate: NO DAMS.
To that I would add: FREE ACCESS TO
RIVERS and RESTORE OUR PRIME
WH ITEWATERSHEDSTO ECOLOGICAL
HEALTH. Also, CARLSON FOR PRESIDENT IN '96.
I've been busy on the first three of
these agendas for many years. In 1987,l
took over the Savage River Defense Fund
to ward off hydropower on the premier racing river in the USA. We raised a $16,000
warchest and beat off two separate hydro
proposals.
After I worked with the National
Park Service on Potomac whitewater issues for years, an obnoxious official suddenly banned all paddling over Class V-VI
Great Falls in 1989. But I found a legal flaw

Green Summer

.

An Incredible River.. The Namw of the Green
300 cfs of water pumping through a tight, undercut,
tree-filled gorge with agradient that exceeds 500
feet per mile in sections.

?his new canoeing and raFting

guide describes trips and outfitters
in all 50 states. With 320 pages and
34 photos, the book was termed
"thorough, practical, and tremendously helpful" by USCA Executive
Director Jim Mack.
To order a copy, send $12.95 plus
$2 shipping and handling. Discounts
available for bulk orders.
StadShPresP
6525 32nd S t . N.W..Suite 102

.

An Incredible Summer.. Sumrrter of 1991
Forrest Callaway, Bo Eakens,Doug Wellman, and
other expert kayakers tackling the Dirty Dozen
rapids. David Simpson pcwiding an awesome display of open boat steepcreekin'. And C o r m Addison running the Narrowswithout a paddle1

An Incredible Videa ..Green Summer
20 minutes of extreme creek boating a c l i i on the
Narrows of the Green. All action, no talk.. . with
great music to add to the excitement1
For a VHS copy, send $21.95 plus $3.00 shipping
and handling to:
Wayne Gentry
Rt. 2 ,252 Deer Creek Trail
Hosdrton. GA 30548
(404) 654-2725
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in the ban and got it withdrawn, and negotiated a procedure that allows paddlers to
run Great Falls on only one simple condition -- that they register with a once-in-alifetime form acknowledging the risks.
Also in 1989,l founded the West
Virginia Rivers Coalition, which has grown

What's Up?
Water level readings from selected
North American river level gauges are
"u p on Waterline!
Water levels at your favorite boating
spots, and more you haven't explored
yet, may be "up" too! Find out for sure
where the best conditions are by
calling Waterline while you're planning
your next river adventure.
Readings are updated continually 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
Call toll-free, any time of day, for
information, sample readings and river
gauge lists. We'll mail you details or if
you have a fax number handy, we'll fax
you everything you need to call our
Waterline gauge phone right now for
today's river levels.
'Erve" reportrng starts approxrrnateiy3/15/92

to a membership of 1000 persons and 39
groups with an annual budget of $80,000.
With two full-time staff members, WVRC is
leading the battle on all fronts to gain permanent protection for the fabulous
whitewaterrivers of the MountainState. I'm
serious when I say battle. WVRC is under
intense attack by a State agency and needs
all the support paddlers can muster.
For the past three years, I have
had the privilege of serving as AWA vice
president. My first major project was designing AWA's Regional Coordinator network, in order to help recognize and empower whitewater conservationactivists all
over the country.
In recent times, AWA has had
astounding growth and success, in three
short years going from a budget of about
$50,000 to $148,000, doubling the membership, and bringing on two hardworking
staff members -- Executive Director Phyllis
HorowitzandConservationProgramDirector Rich Bowers. It's hard to believe, but
AWA is on the verge of going big time in the
conservation world! This success is due to
the generosity and interest of whitewater
paddlers, and the fanatical dedication of
people like American Whitewater manag-

that we share and the thrillsand excitement
we seek are part of what makes paddling
important to all of us. Without paddling we
are poorer. Without rivers weare destitute.
Working with AWA and New England FLOW has givenme a chance to help
protect some of the rivers in New England
that paddlers love. Throughout the
relicensing process I have learned that this
TOM CHRISTOPHER
will be the last time in our lifetimesthat some
of us will have a chance to make a differLeominster, MA
ence; to make our world of outdoors and
paddling better and more secure for those
I have been active in whitewater who will follow us.
There is no better accomplishsports since 1983 and have been kayaking
since 1986. Forthe past year I have had the ment to achieve than putting water back
opportunity to work as an AWA Regional into a dryway that has been dead for 30
Coordinator in New England and am also years!
one of the founding directors of New EnThe time is now for all paddlers to
gland FLOW. I currentlyserve as Secretary take an aggressive, pro-active stance on
of FLOW, and I am also a member of river conservation. AWA has been in the
several local river watershed conservation forefront on these issues for many years
and will continue to be a leading force in the
groups.
For the past three years I have relicensing effort.
I would like to be involved in this
come to realize that river conservation
should be paramount in the minds of all task, and it would be a privilege to represent
boaters if we are to preserve thesevaluable AWA as a director. There must be a conresources that give us so much enjoyment. centrated effort to preserve our rights of
The friends that we make, the experiences access as utilities and others attempt to

ing editor Chris Koll, editor Bob Gedekoh,
and conservationistsPope Barrow and Pete
Skinner.
AWA members know that no one
is going to save our whitewater rivers and
our access rights unless we band together
and do it ourselves.

Surf Dog Productions
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CLASSIC VIRGINIA RIVERS

Present.

WHITEWATER DANCER

ARGE %WOWROOM-OPENML YEAR "ROUND"
RECREATIONA~~
& WHITEWATER
K

0 0

SEE OVER 40 BRANDS OF CANOES,KAYAKS,
Y m M A CAR TOP CARRIERS, ACCESSORIES

A steamy pool scene. Clear
underwater roll and hand roll
Illustrations. Footage of the
1989 Worlds.
A whitewater

WATER-OR-PREMISES
FOR TRY-BEFORE-YOU-BUY
. -

rodeo. Hot surflng. A Class V

OAK ORCHARD CANOE EXPERTS
2133 UGLE HRBR. no. w m m m W.Y.1671
pmEu iWIUFALLS 6 ROCHESTER-2 MI. I.Of R
E 1MI
OPEN 6 DAYS

Bull's Brldge rapids thrashing.
Class V1 tunes b y world famous
flddle master PAPA JOHN
CREECH In hl-fl stereo.
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Kayak Chile
Kayak trips for experts only, with no rafts to wait
for. Run the Bio-Bio while the proposed dams
remain unbuilt. Then go on to the legendary waterfalls of the Fuy and the giant, clear waves of the
Futaleufu. Run more whitewater and see more of
Chile than you can any other way. Call now to
reserve your choice of kayak model and departure
date, and to receive further information and a list
of all past participants, (who have come from nine
different countries,) so you can confer with some
of them. Sport International, 314 N . 20th St.,
Suite 300, Colorado Springs, CO 80904 USA.
719-520-1784. 800-779-1784. FAX 719-630-1892.

To g e t your c o p y , send S 19.95
plus $4.00 postage & handling

to:
SURF DOG PRODUCTlONS
12 Freedom Drive
Collinsville, CT 06022
2031693-8750
Dealer lnquerles lnvlted
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Copyright Frank J. Perrucclo
1990
50 mln.

H o t o f f t h e p r e s s ! W r i t t e n by
h a r d c o r e O l d Dominion R i v e r R a t s .
Includes d e t a i l e d descriptions o f
o v e r 8 0 r i v e r s w i t h o v e r 100
p i c t u r e s . F e a t u r e d a r e such
c l a s s i c t r i p s as the world class
R u s s e l l F o r k , t h e Guest, Johns
C r e e k , I r i s h C r e e k , Maury, Gooney
Run, and Stony Creek p l u s o l d
f a v o r i t e s 1 ik e t h e Potomac ( w i t h
G r e a t F a l l s ) , James, Rappahannock,
Shanandoah, and New. Cost i s
$15.95 p l u s $ 2 . 0 5 f o r s h i p p i n g and
h a n d l i n g . Send y o u r check t o :
Ed Grove
2420 N o r t h George Mason D r i v e
A r l i n g t o n , VA 22207

)

ANITA ADAMS
Hico, West Virginia

Board of Directors candidate Tom Christopher surfs a wave.
deprive us of our legal rights to navigation.
I will continue to represent the interests of
the AWA and the paddling community in
these issues and will make everv effort to

secure river resources for future generations of paddlers.

PADDLE THE
CUTTING EDGE!
<-</

- - -0;- ,- ..,'/,
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ENIGMA

I am running for a second term as
a Board of Director of the AWA. I desire to
continueto supportthe AWAin its important
pursuits.
While I have been a board member, I have been active in many things. I
chiefly organized the Gauley River Festival
for 2 years. Each year I have donated
considerable time to the Gauley River Festival. I presently serve as the AWA secretaryand serve on theconservationcommittee. I have represented the AWA at New
River National River and Gauley National
recreation area meetings. As I kayak these
rivers and live between these wonderful
areas, I am an optimal candidate to represent the AWA and private boater interests.
I belong to WVRC and voice its importance
toothers.I plan to continue my involvement
to keep the AWA growing and succeeding.
I want to see whitewater recreation available to us and to generations to
come (especiallyCody Adams). Therefore,
I ask you to reelect me as an AWA Board of
Director.

PADDLER MUGS!!
Colorful Handmade Mugs feature
3-0 Paddlers sculpted inside
doing enders or mystery moves,
or outside doing most everything
else paddlers do and then some!
K-1, Open Boat, C-1, Squirt

The world's only roto-molded squirt boat, the ENIGMA
has amazing structural strength with leg room t o boot!
Squirts, screw ups, blasting, mystery moves, wave
surfing, you name it, the Enigma will do it!

EXTREMELY RESPONSIVE! Lots of rocker
and sleek lines make the CONQUEST the
hottest new play boat around1 Its immense
rigidity. revolutionary bolt-on b o w cap
system and 2000 k g test wire grab loops
Vouch for
and safety! Try One On The BUBBLE is the ORIGINAL spud boat. Its supertough
and you'll
hooked!
linear plastic construction combined w i t h 2000 k g tesl
wire grab loops and b o w cap system make this boat the
logical choice as the first one over the dropl
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See You at Gauley Fest '921
B r o u g h t t o y o u by:

L'EAU VlVE (That's LO-VEEV)
P.O. BOX 65, T w i n Lakes, CO 81251
TelIFax: (7 19) 486-1 295
Sole U.S. distributor of Ewo-Kayska. Kobar and Moll Paddles
Dealer inauiries welcome

White Tree Pottery
405 Windsor Drive
Rocky Mount, Va 24151
(703)489-3722

Bradlev Seav photo
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Lars Holbek
Coloma, California
Duringthe super-chargedmonths
of spring runoff in California most people
know me as a class 5 lunatic, playing hard
on the edge of navigability. One of my goals
is taking that passion to river conservation
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Our first video is called WILD
AMERICANS and covers rafts and kayaks
running three class 5 stretches of the North
and South forks of the American. In 1984 1
authored, with Chuck Stanley, A Guide to
the Best Whitewater in the State of California and have spent much of the past 15
years exploring rivers in California, Chile
and Peru. I live wherever I am, and in
Colorna, CA practicinghonesty, openness,
love, responsibilityand being present.

in an action way. The Clavey River, near
Yosemite, is threatened by men who want
to build a400-foot-highdam. With my video
partner, Eric Magneson, I will create our
second video with a focus on the Clavey
and its plight, Cherry Creek, and local waterfalls.
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Gauley Festival T-shirts with their original Nealy
design (blue, red and black on white) are shortsleeve, 100% cotton and available in Medium,
Large and Extra Large. Send $10 (plus $2 postage per shirt) to: AWA, P.O. Box 85, Phoenicia,
NY 12464. Order deadline -- January 30, 1982.
This is a one-time offer.

ORIGINAL DESIGN
BY WILLIAM N E M
A COUECTOR'S ITEM!
Proceeds benefit A WA

FORUM...continued

Federal employees
can donate to AWA
through Combined
Federal Campaign
For the first time the AWA has
been listed as a recognized non-profit organization for the Combined FederalCampaign. By pledging to the campaign ,
federalemployees can donateto the AWA's
river conservation activities.

Journal seeks
lavout editor
J

American Whitewater is taking
applications for the position of layout editor. A knowledge of desktop publishing
and whitewater is required.
Although some remuneration is
available, the position does not pay anything close to industry-standard rates.
Those interested should contact Executive
Director Phyllis Horowitz.

whitewater rivers; the Chatooga, the Arkansas, the Upper Yough...
The list goes on. No river seems
to be immune.
Since the specifics in each situation are different, there can be no single,
simple solution.
In some situations political action
at thelocal, state andfederallevelis needed.
This may take the form of phone calls and
letters to legislators and even, as in
Ohiopyle, public demonstration.
Whitewater boaters need to join
forces with outdoor enthusiasts who pursue other potentially dangerous activities
such as caving and rock dimbing in seeking legislation that will protect landowners
from liability.
Localboating groups need to take
the initiative in negotiating acceptable access agreements with private landowners,
corporate officials and park managers.
And we all need to mind our manners on and around the rivers, respecting
the property rights and sensitivities of local
residents and landowners. Boaters need
to maintain good safety practices as well,
so that locals and river manaaers are not

drawn into untoward rescue situations.
River access is a complex issue,
but not one that we can afford to ignore.
The AWA stands ready to help. A special
committee is currently drawing up an official AWA Access Policy that will address
these issues in general terms. Hopefully,
this policy can be used as ammunition in
fighting these battles, irrespective of circumstance.
Through this publication the AWA
can help muster support for protests and
letter writing campaigns. The AWA even
has some funding available to fight these
battles.
But the AWA can't do it alone.
Individualboaters and local paddling clubs
need to get the ball rolling. Just sitting
around the campfire griping to your cronies
doesn't accomplish much.
Access is everyone's problem.
Don't expect someone else to
singlehandedly fight your battles.
Because if you do, the next time
you head for yourfavorite river, you may be
in for an unpleasant surprise.
Bob Gedekoh
Editor

T H E SOURCE FOR CUSTOM
BUILT BOATS

S p r o a i ~ z ~ n/ r gi
Squ~rtBoats

*-------*

" C J U A L I T Y W H I T E W A T E R P R O D U C T S"

7780 Chamber Hlll Rd.
Harrlsburg, PA 17 1 1 1
7 1 7-944-6320
Dealer lnqulrles lnvlted

11

T

hrill to some of the best boaters in
the East getting munched, crunched
and generally thumped and pummelled on
one of the premiere hair runs in the
Appalachians. A radical soundtrack by Bill
Perkins highlights this non-stop,
action-packed video.
30 Minutes
$2495 + SP4 &O N0

Aluminum rowing frames, camp
kitchens, dry boxes and tables.
Achilles & SOTAR inllatable boats and
FishRite aluminum boats & sleds.

(503) 773-5582

P

1385 Justice Road
Central Point, OR 97502
Call or Write for Our
Free River Equipment Catalog

11
A

Box 209

~ ~ r n ~ f i eOR
l d , 97477
SO3 (747-2272)
Toll-Free O r d e r Line 1-800-223-7238
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Odds and endsfrom the safety file

Tethers, HyPERthermia, and Class 5.9
Every year I come into contact
withaboaterswho teachmenewthings. I'd
like to pass on what I've learned to AWA
Journal readers. Several of these ideas are
directlyrelatedto routine recoveriesof runaway boats, a recurring problem for
whitewater paddlers.

This devaluation needs to stop.
I think it's time for a numerical
Class V like the climbers use.
Sweets Falls or Pillow Rock on
the Gauley would be 5.1 or 5.2...
this would be ve y significant i n
warning paddlers that all class V
is not created equal ..."

By CHARLIE WALBRlDGE
AWA Safety Chairman

THE "SNOWPLOW"BOAT RESCUE
REVISITED

Most of us know the most basic of
all rescuesfor runaway craft in whitewater
- the snowplow. You simply ram the boat
and push it into shore. With largegroupsit
can turn into awild floatingcircusin which
paddlersapproach from directionsand
get in each others way. This type of rescue
needs a ringmaster: you! Talk to the other
boaters on the sceneand break the rescue
intomanageablechunks.You don't need to
be "the leader", just pick out a part of the
rescue for yourself and do it! Here's how:
The person nearest a swimming
paddler yells, "I've got the boater!" He or
she picks up the boater on their stern grab
loop. When there are lots of people around
and we have to cover some distance to
reachasafeeddy,I'llaskthevictim tolet go
of their boat and paddle so we can move
more quickly.
The person nearest aloose paddle
yells, "I've got the paddle!." Or they can go
up to thevictimand asksto takethe paddle.
Thisfrees the swimmer's arm to help out in
the rescue They then get out of the way,
heading for the same shore as the person
helping the paddler.
Attention now turns to the runaway boat. The first person to reach it hits
the upstream end, setting the ferry angle.
You &ways push the upstream end towards the shore you want to reach. Announce what you're doing: "We're going
for the river right eddy!" Subsequent paddlers assist with the push, but they should
never shove the downstreamendsofar that
it moves closer to shore than theupstream
end and ruins the ferry angle. They're also
careful not to push the upstreamendso far
that the kayak broaches in the current.
If you're on the wrong side of the
boat or are gettingin the way, leave! You'll

get your chance later. And please, don't
heave a throw rope into group of people
makinga rescuelike this; it won't help and
someone could get tangled up.
A BOAT TETHER SYSTEM THAT
WORKS

Most of us haveseen or used (with
varying degrees of success) a number of
boat tether systems (including the NOC
jamcleat method and the CKS system)
which allow a single paddler to recover a
runaway boat inwhitewater. The difficulty
with
of these contraptions is that the
tethered boat gets "in the way" during
subsequent attemptsto reach shore. In particular, any boat attached by a line going
through your stern grabloopwill play hell
with your ferry angle, limiting the usefulness of the device in tricky rapids.
This past spring
.
- I tried the H-F
Pocket line, a - ~ e r m a nmade boat-tether
systemdistributed by Prijon/ Wildwassser.
It has a built-in quick-release, and as a
back-up it's held on by a plastic bolt which
will fail at around 500 pounds of pull. This
isalot morestrength thkyoulllev&needed
in arescue. Theinstructions arein German,
which I don't read, and the diagrams
showed it positioned on the rear d&k behind the paddler. I tried installing it this
way; it worked O.K., but itwas hard to put
the pocket in a position which didn't effect
my stern rudder (in C-1). T was also difficult to reachback, open the pocket, and get
the 'biner free.
This June in Seattle I ran into a
group of paddlersfrom Bavaria, Germany
who formed an elite safety demonstration
team. They mount the pocket line at the
front/center of their kayaks. Here it is out
of theway, yet moreaccessible.The pocket
holding the biner and line is out front, and
easier to open when needed. The length of
the line should be set to clear the bow, but
not the stern. As you'll see, this allows
much improved c~~trolwhenmakin~boat
rescues.
After hooking onto the runaway
craft, back-paddle until the line is tight,
then use back-ferries to control the boat's
descent. The boat is always in view, so it

can't get "hung up" on a rock behind you
unexpectedly. And, since the tether to the
boat clears the bow, you have complete
control of your ferry angle. When you spot
an eddy, paddle aggressively towards it
and theboatwill follow. You don't have to
worry about fighting the entire weight of
the swamped kayak pulling on your rear
grabloop.Sincethetether doesnotclear the
stern, the derelict boat is swept up by the
back end of your boat as you turn into the
eddy. This pushes the craft towards shore,
neatlycapturingitin anidealpositionaway
from-theeddyline,between your boat and
the shore.
Neat, huh ?With PerceptionputtingsecurityLoopson their boatsinjust the
right place, it seems logical to use them as
a ba& of some kind of American system.
Stay tuned! Obviously the dangers of entanglement can never be overlooked; you
have to keep alert when using this device.
And if you buy any systems, PLEASE practice with it before trying to use it on a real
river!
A SELF-TETHER FOR RESCUE LIFE
VEST USERS

Rescue life vests are just starting
to make their way onto the market. Their
quick-releaseres&eha.ness hasrnanyuses,
but the skills needed to use it, like many
rescue tools, requirepractice. Those of you
who buy one had better schedule a few test
sessions before using it in a "real" rescue.
Manv of the rescueswhichuse the
harnessinvolvetetheringyourself to arope
or anchor. With the anchor ring being located on the back of the lifevest, it's almost
impossibleto doit yourself.If abuddy does
it for you, you have to hope he doesn't hook
a strap or loop on the back of the jacket
alongwiththe ringby accident. Thiswould
inadvertently override the quick-release
featureand causeserious problems. Thisis
not unlikely since your buddy may not be
familiar with the jacket, and is going to be
nervous and rushed.
The aforementioned Bavarian
group uses a short length of webbing attached to the back ring of the PFD and
clipped in front to a quick-release point.
This "Self-Tether'' has a built-in elastic to
hold it snug against your body to minimize
snaggingpotential.It d o w s you to clip in
and out of anchors or systems without the
help of anyone else. It also gives you completecontrolof the tying-in process, something that makes sense to me. You can also
clipintoapinned victimat closequartersto
providesupport.

Retrieving an abandoned boat:
new safety devices assist in the chore of herding a boat to shore.
Sandy Taybr photos

Some Rescue PFD's come with a
longer tether, or"cowtail", forboat rescue.
The Bavarians disliked this product; they
believe it's safer to use a tether attached to
aboats for recovering gear. Cowtails work
pretty well, although you can get yourself
into trouble with one if the runaway boat
pulls you over unexpectedly. Because of
the danger of entanglement,the use of this
device should be confined to easier rapids
(class I11 or less).
SO WHAT'S CLASS V, ANYWAY ?

When a friend referred to the Cheat Canyon as "ClassIII" I was oncebeenreminded
of the continuing devaluation of river ratings. For reference,in 1965bothNantahala
Falls and Cucumber Rapid on the Yough
were rated as Class V by deceased river
guru Randy Carter, a "cuttingedge"practitioner of his day. If you want to know
what peopleare callingClass Vnow, check
out Sierra Nevada Class V, a new video
from Lars Holbeck and Eric Magneson.
After watching this video of Generation
Gap and the Golden Gate section of the
American you'll get a new appreciation of
what can be done in whitewater boats!
This devaluation needs to stop. I
think it's time for a numerical Class V like
the clirnbersuse.Sweet Falls or Pillow Rock
on the Gauley would be 5.1 or 5.2; lord
knows where it will end but I would suspect that some of the rapids on the video
would be rated 5.8 or 5.9. A "California
Rating System" if you will. This would be
very significant in warning paddlers that
all class V is not created equal, and that
since even thebest paddlers are approaching the limits of their skill, they need to be
very wary of extreme runs.
Will it happen ? I don't know. I
can't do it because I prefer to run a lot of
classValong theshore withmy boat on my
shoulders. The experts are too busy pushing the limits to think about such things.
But will this change ? I hope so.
NEAR DROWNING
COMPLICATIONS
As I was writing this articleI got a
callfromthemotherof Scott Hamel,astrong
Californiaboaterwhobecamepinned endto-end on the South American a year ago
February. Trapped in his boat and held
under water, he was rescued by his companion, avery resourcefulandcourageous
lady who got the boat loose after multiple
attempts. With the help of other boaters she
started CPR; Hamelbegan breathing on his
own almost at once. With the help of other

Life jacket features self-teather system.

laddlers she sent for help. He'd been un.erwater about fifteen minutes.
When thelifeflight helicopter arived, Hamel went into what his doctors
alled "decebriate posturing ' -extremely
trong seizure-like muscle contractions
aused by lack of oxygen to the brain. He
7as in a drysuit, and the intensity of these
ontractions raised his body temperature
3 107degrees!Miraculously, he survived;
xere is considerable brain damage but he
alert, functioning,and planningto paddle
gain.
These revivals of fit, healthy
,oung people suddenly immersed in cold
f

water brings medicine into uncharted territory. HyPERthermia, or too much body
heat, is the last thing that would be on my
mind in the Sierra foothills in February.
Nonetheless, much of Hamel's brain damage can be traced to this extremely high
fever. So be aware that this unusual sideeffect may reappear in similar situations
down the road.
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AWA T-shirts available in M, L, XL unless noted (postage
..
- $2.90 up to 2 shirts)
*AWA Logo: $1 0 SS; $12.50 LS
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*The Wilder the Better: $10 SS; $12.50 LS
*Bold Look: $8 SS; $12 LS (SS in M and XL only)
AWA River Caps: $10 (postage $1)
AWA License Plate Frames: $5 (postage $1)
AWA Embroidered Patches: $2
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Complete your whitewater library with an AWA publication

AWA Nationwide Whitewater Inventory
Edited by Pope Barrow, $15 b o o m 7 disk ($2.90 postage)
*Revised listing of every whitewater river
nationwide
*River maps for all U.S.rivers
*Includes mileage, access points, ratings

The Rivers of Chile
By Lars Holbek, $5 ($1 postage)
*A guide to more than 20 Chilean rivers

Rivers at Risk-The Concerned Citizens
Guide to Hydropower
By John D. Escheverria, Pope Barrow and Richard
Roos-Collins; cloth $29.95Jpaper $17.95 ($2.90
postage)
*A study of whitewater'smost serious threat

AWA Safety Codes
1-99 $.25; 100-199 $20; over 200 $15
*The original criteria of boating safety

Send payment to A WA, PO Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464

If you prefer your whitewater steep, you'll agree that Newfoundland is a,..

By JOHN WELD
with photos byANDY BRIDGE

Editors note: A crack team of American
boaters, including Wildwater C-1 champion Andy
Bridge, Wildwater K-l champion Brian Toolev, u p

Are you tired of waiting to surf,
tenth in line, while some terrified novice
spends an eternity locked into the grip of
your favorite hole?
Do you feel that your wilderness
experiences arebeingcompromisedby the
hung over businessmenin raftswhoinevitably manage to mow you down, even in
the alleged sanctuary of an eddy?
Do you feel like you need a new
type of whitewater challenge to revitalize
your boating career?
Are you, at the same time, intirnidated by the prices of commercially led
wildernessexpeditions?
And, most importantly, are you
willing to let it all hang out in the quest for
a total adventure?
If you answered these questions
"yes", a paddlingexpedition to Newfoundland may be just what you need.
Pull out a map of Canada. Newfoundland is that inconspicuous island in
thenorth Atlantic, about the sizeof Tennessee. Now take a closer look. If you are
studying a detailed relief map, your interest, as a paddler, will surely be piqued.
Before you lies an island fringed
by countless deep fjords, fed by untamed
streams and rivers. Their source can be
located about two thousand feet above sea
level, on agigantic plateau that constitutes
the center of the island.
This glacier gouged land is riddled
with thousands of lakes and ponds that
effectively sponge up the fifty inches of
precipitation that falls in an average year.
Come the spring and summer thaw, this
aquatic reservoir of kinetic energy is released as the water cascadesoff the plateau,
into the ocean below.
Perhapsbecauseof the0outof the
way" location of the island, or perhaps
because of the widely held but mistaken
association of Newfoundland with year
round arctic temperatures, these rivers remain largely unchallenged.In short, Newfoundland is ripe with expeditionary
whitewater opportunities.
Access to theislandfrom thestates
is relativelysimple, involving a six to eight
hour ferry ride from Nova Scotia. It is not

terribly expensive, less than one hundred
dollars per vehicle. But be forewarned, although the ferryboat is quite large and
elaborate, carrying perhaps seventy vehicles at a time, the seas can be rough,
making the journey an ordeal for those
subject to seasickness.
But once you get onto the island,
you'll be glad you brought your vehicle.
Unlike neighboring Labrador and northeast Quebec, there is a relatively extensive
system of roads on Newfoundland, which
allows boaters to access a number of rivers
without resortingto plane orboat shuttles.
And, unlike Mexico, another favorite destination for budgetconsciousexplorers, the residents of Newfoundland
speak English as a native language. And,
there islittle risk of contractingan unusual
infectiousdisease.
Climate does not need to be an
obstacle. The best whitewater season is
probably August and September. During
these months the temperatures are relatively mild, during the day between 60and
80 degrees, at night dropping into the 40s.
No doubt water levels are higher earlier in
the spring... probably too high in many
cases. And the black flies, which were not
bad during our visit in earlySeptember,are
said tobevoraciousinearly summer. After
mid September the likelihood of encountering truly foul weather increases dramatically.
Don't be mistaken, ~ e w f o d n d land is not a carefree whitewater amusement park; with the unspoiled territory
comes primitive and sometimes grueling
conditions. A successful trip will require
some planning.
As I mentioned, although there
are quite a few roads on the island, the put
ins and/or take outs of many of the rivers
you might want to paddle are not accessible by land. One must be resourceful in
getting to and from the rivers. A good supply of topographic maps is essential.
The maps may suggest a way to
paddle and/or portage across the central
plateau from the nearest road to the headwaters of your target river.
On the plateau the rivers tend to

follow a serpentine course. For example,
fromtheroadwewere able to trace thefirst
twelvemilesof GrannylsBrookasit snaked
across the tundra.
To make matters evenmoreinteresting,our overnight trip on Granny's terminated in the sea, but not in thevicinity of
a town. This is not unusual; often rivers
empty into the sea in uninhabited areas,
forcing boaters to paddle to the nearest
village.
Sometimes it is advisable, by prearrangement, to pay a local fisherman to
meet you at the mouth of the river in a
powerboat that can haul you back to civilization.
Of course getting to the nearest
town may not be theend of your adventure.
Many of the coastal villages are not serviced by roads, rather they maintain contact with the outside world by way of ferries, or, in the winter, float planes.
Some of the more remotevillages
are visited by ferries but once a week, so
timing may be critical.
Allof this necessitatesan effective
strategy.
Consider the obstacles one faces
in paddling the White Bear, one of the
island's classic rivers. To access the White
Bear one must paddle and portage a full
day across the plateau. Then, because of a
hydro project, onemusttraversethreemiles
of essentially dry river bed, until the river
chokes down enough to paddle. What follows is a half day of absolutely "choice"
class IV,V and VI water. So "choice" that it
makes this all worthwhile.
Boaters then paddle seventeen
miles of saltwater through a spectacular
thousand foot high fjord, into the north
Atlanticand on to thenearest town, Ramea
Actually, Ramea is located on a
small island offshore, and it does a have
some cars and a road. But the road goes
nowhere, it is just a few hundred yards of
pavement which the local teens "cruise"
relentlessly. And so, one takes the ferry
from Ramea to the road, then hitchhikes
back to the shuttlevehicle.
Access is not the only obstacle to
expeditionarypaddlingonNewfoundland.

As you might have guessed, there are no
gauges on the rivers. This makes finding a
river running at "that perfect level" an
interestingpropositionindeed. Sometimes
it is possible to drive to the take out or put
in and eyeball the level.
But this can be tricky. On the
widest parts of the White Bear the water
may be too shallow to float. As you drag
your boat along, you may begin to think
that you havemade aterrible mistake. But,
when theriverchokes downand the gradient skyrockets, some of the rapids may
actually be rendered unrunnable by the
tremendousturbulence. If the flat water at
top of the WhiteBearwaseasilynegotiated,
theintensesection through thegorgedownstream would be horrendouslychaotic.
In cases where it is impossible to
access ariver by car, the appropriatenessof
the level must be predicted based on the ponderance of class 1-11water: where was
level of other observable streams in the the gradient?
Our answer came in the form of a
same general vicinity.
As a rule, because of the tremen- one hundred plus foot falls, buried in the
dous sponge-like capacity of the plateau, depths of an inescapablebox canyon. Anyriver levels drop slowly. They may still be one who entered that canyon would be in
too high torun,even three of four days after for a most unpleasant surprise!
Getting information about the
a rain.
Evaluating gradient is another navigability of the rivers from the locals
importantissue when paddlingwhitewater can be tricky. They want to be helpful, but
in an"unexplored"areasuch asNewfound- since they have no experience in running
land. Of course toposallow one to calculate whitewater, their descriptionsareoftenless
thegradient,but makingappropriatedeci- than useful. One useful trick is to ask
sion requires more than that. Does the gra- whether the salmon can swim to the top of
dient appear to be evenly distributed on the river under consideration. The natives
themap, or are theirlongflat sectionspunc- may not know much about whitewater
boating, but they know a lot about the
tuated by short, steep sections?
spawning
habitsof their nativefish. If they
The riversof Newfoundland tend
to haveflat, swampybeginnings, followed tell you that the salmon can not make it to
by sudden, precipitous plunges off thepla- the top of agivenstream, it almostcertainly
teau into the sea. Hence the action is com- contains drops that will stump even the
pressed into short, steep whitewater runs, most daring hair boater.
There is, of course,no substitute
often containing significantwaterfalls.
Thesefallsmay accountfor much for experience in relating the volume of
flow to the gradient in predicting the diffiof a stream's gradient.
culty
of rivers. When evaluatingthe topos,
Such was the case with Kitty's
Brook, ariver that looked promising when pay attention to the size of the drainage
evaluated solely on the basis of calculated basin and to the location of major tributargradient. Fortunately we elected to hike ies that might add sigruficantly to the volalong the stream for several miles before ume. In general, be conservative, rapids
putting on. We were puzzled by the pre- that you might tackle in more populated

areas mandate more respect when they are
located in the wilderness, adifficultevacuation and/or severaldays from the nearest
medical services.
There areanumber of fine streams
in Newfoundland that canbe paddled in a
single day. For instance, the Black River is
a classic steep creek, twelve miles of class
IV-VI water. And both ends of the run are
accessible by road.
And the Southeast Brook, a class
V-VI which flows into Gross Morne National Park, contains a segment with a 500
foot per milegradient, and one spectacular
150+foot falls.
But even if you think you can
finish ariver inone day, be prepared for the
unexpected. A one day trip could easily
turn into a multi-day expedition. So pack
some freezed dried food and some light
weight camping gear just in case. And
when planning a multi-day trip, don't be
surprised if your boat weighs 60-80 pounds
when all the appropriate gear is stowed
away.
But having the right gear along is
vital to the success of expeditionary paddling on previously unexplored wildernessrivers-likethe onewecalled the"Little
Harbor Deep". Wecalled it that betause, to
thebest of our knowledge, it had no other,

and because, at one time, there was a seacoast villagelocated at its mouth with that
name.
Access to this run was via float
plane, at a cost of about $100 per person.
The"Little Harbor Deep" river was somewhat unique in that the gradient was dispersed in acontinuousfashionthat created
nearly thirty milesof classIV-VIwhitewater.
We spent three memorable days and two
nightson this river before reaching the sea
LittleHarbor Deepis a ghost town
now, but a fisherman met our party there
and hauledusalong thecoast to thevillage
Great Harbor Deep, where we caught the
ferry.
Acomplicatedscenario...but well
worth the aggravation.
Paddlingvirginriverswithoutthe
benefit of aguide or even awritten description is often hard work. At times it may

even bemiserable. But for many adventurousboaters,wildernessexpeditionary paddling, like that in Newfoundland, is the
culmination of years of honing skills on
familiar, hometown rivers.
Newfoundland paddling is not
for everyone. But, if you have a taste for
rivers flowing through virgin forests and
fjords, rivers where you might spot a bald
eagleorevenawhale, riversthat offer miles
of challenging, uncharted whitewater,
Newfoundland might be for you.
With appropriate preparation,
Newfoundland can be your own private
whitewater playground.
Infomation regardingair shuttles
is available from Springdale Aviation in
Springdale, Newfoundland. Rick, the
owner of thecompanyand one of the pilots,
is a master at deciphering the topos and

gettingboaters to where they need to be.
Topographic maps may be ordered from the Canadian Map Office, 615
Booth Street, Ottawa, ON. KIA 0E9
(613) 998-3865

There's a1
one
more
eddy
But paddling
solo on Idaho's
Lolo Creek with
a bear hot on
your tail ...do
you want to
catch it?
By GRANTAMARAL
Grant Amaral photo

Grant Amaral ~ h o t o

Editor's note: Grant Amaral is the author of
Idaho: The Whitewafer State, a definitive and
entertaining guide to the rivers and streams of
his home state. He is also one of the west's most
accomplished hair boaters.

On the map... the big map...the
state map...Lolo Creeklooked like aclassic
kayak adventure. Running from east to
west along the Clearwater- Idaho county
line, Lolo Creek appeared to cut an impressive gorge through the rolling hills of the
Palousecountry of northern Idaho.
Sitting in the climate controlled
comfort of the Boise State University library, I guessed at a probable put-in and
started pullingout the topos. Considering
the contour lines made Lolo Creek look
even better. It started in a tree covered
canyon, passed through a wide open
meadow, then returned to another narrow
canyon. And the creek had a significant
historical aspect as well. Lewis and Clark
hadcamped at its headwatersand followed
the north canyon rim on their original expedition across the west.
But on paper what looked best
was the gradient: on the map Lolo appeared to alternatebetweensteep canyons

and calm pools. Needless to say, I was
intrigued.
After a series of phone calls to
northern Idaho boaters, I finally located
two gnarly kayakers who claimed to have
run the creek.
"...fullof deadfall andlacking&nificantwhitewater," was about all1could
pry out of them. This simple verbal description dashed my dreamsfor Lolo Creek
When you're first paddlingariver
well known to others some basic info will
do: thelocationof the put-in, take-out, portages, rapids, campgrounds and an estimate of the river's difficulty.
But when you're dealing with an
unknown river, you must either trust to
luck or make an educated guess based on
your interpretationof existing maps. Most
boaters who explorenew rivers know better than to trust to luck.
The problem with maps is they
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are onlyrepresentationsof the land and the
rivers. And they are not always perfect. Of
course, sometimes the problem lies, not
with the map itself, but rather withitsinterpretation.
Still, looking at maps is usually
the first step in determining if a river is
runnableor not. Amap can tell you almost
everythingyou really need to know about
a river. With a map in hand you can find
access points like roads and trails. You can
check to see if ariver runs through a gorge,
a&nyon or a meadow. And, with a good
topographicmap, youcan determinearun's
average gradient, as well as the gradient
mile by mile. And a substantialgradient is
usually the best predictor of significant
whitewater.
And the maps clearly suggested
that LoloCreekwould be agreat whitewater
run. It cut throughadeepcanyon, acouple
of mini gorges, and it had a respectable
gradient.
The only problem was that two
experienced kayakers
that it was insignificant.
And so, I was forced to choose
between afirst hand account of twoboaters
who had paddled thecreek or theprognostications of an anonymous group of godless cartographers.
And I could just imagine those
cartographers, stuffed into somedusty, airless library, peeringat satellite photographs
of Idaho through stereoscopic glasses.
Perhaps they had mapped his portion of
Idaho on a Friday afternoon or a Monday
morning. Maybe they were having a bad
day. Maybethey spilled somecopyon their
maps and smudged the numbers.
At any rate, the anonymous cartographers said that Lolo Creek dropped
about 60feet per mile. But, considering the
first hand report of the northern Idahoboaters, I ultimately concluded that the 60 fpm
figure could not be true.
Nevertheless, one lazy spring
morning, with map in hand, I drove to the
probable take-out of Lolo Creek. It looked
interesting, about thirty feet wide, about

600 cfs, clear and clean, nestled in the
bottom of acedarcoveredcanyon.Looking
upstreamI could seeit bubbling through a
half mile of insigruficantwhitewater. Then
it twisted out of view.
I was alone. All my buddies had
bailed, after a weekend of Lochsa
whitewater,for their jobsor whatever back
in Boise.
"What the hell," I thought. "I can
portagethedeadfalland motor through the
flatwater." After aweekend ontheLochsa

I was ready to relax on an easy stream and
enjoy the scenery and the wilderness.
At six the next morning, trusting
to human kindness, I carried my equipmentbackto thel'main"road and stuckout
my thumb. People are a little different in
northern Idaho. Everyone waved and
smiled at me, but it took an hour to get my
first ride.
My ridestopped in Weippe, where
I was left, with a cup of coffee and a wave,
sitting on my kayak in the middle of an
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Idaho prairie. After another hour of people
waving to me, I began to feel foolish.
At thatmomentapickuprolled to
astopin front of me. I stuckmyheadin the
window. The driver, an old logger, gave
me a big grin and said, "Just what the hell
do you think you are doing?"
I knew it was my lucky day. I
explained my plan and said, "I'll give you
ten bucks to haul me to Lolo Creek."
"Put your money away and throw
that boat in back," came the reply.

After tenmilesof easy swiftwaterand a few
fast turns, I found myself running what I
considered to be some very significant
whitewater. Lots of clean 111sand a couple
of class IVs.
Then, after an hour of this fun, the
first big, though insi&cant,rapid opened
my eyes to the grim reality of Lolo
Creek.
I tried to sneak through the lesser
of two holesinto an eddy, right on theedge
of the next horizon line. Suddenly, my focus on the eddy was replaced with a view
of the blue sky, as I exited the hole, well
beyond the refuge of the eddy, in a towering back ender.
I paused to take stock of the situation. So far I'd portaged two logs and run
a dozen rapids. Not splashy class I1 stuff,
mind you, but technical rock gardens, requiring thought and skill. I made a mental
note to name this rapid Sham Rock in honor
of the gnarly whitewater dudes and their
first descent. My regard for cartographers
took a giant leap upwards.

He didn't need a map to find the
put in, but I watched it anyway. The intersections in the road matched the ones on
the map. The campgrounds had the same
names, and, eventually, the road crossed
Lolo Creek Justlike themap saidit would.
[ said good-by to my logger friend and set
off down the creek. Everything was going
great.
"What the hell?"seemed to be the
only thingI'd been sayingfor the past hour.

The boldest thing a cartographer
can do is to leave a blank spot on the map.
A blank spot is an admission, not of ignorance, but of lack of knowledge. Like saying, "I don't know"
I paddled around the corner. A
modern concrete bridgespanned thecreek.
An improved gravel road ran across the
bridge, twisting up either side of the canyon.
Where had this come from? This
was not on the map. It surprised me, but I
did not think of it as an error on the
cartographer's part. Bridges come and go.
So do roads.
But "insignificant" whitewater
does not include class IV. Nor does in
include technical class 111. And two logs in
12 miles does not fit the description of
being"filled with deadfall".
I got out andstretchedon the road.
According to the map it was three miles
and two thousand feet up the north side of
thecanyonto the closest little black square.
A house or barn?
No telling.

On the other hand, it looked to be
about twelve miles and a thousand feet
down thecreekto where Ihad left my truck
I have never been much of ahikerand a two
thousandfoot climbwithmy kayakwould
probably kill me. Besides, the last two
miles of whitewater had been ablast, difficult, but not hair raising.
With a silent promise to portage
anythingscary, I set off downstream. After
a series of amusing class 111-IVledges, the
water took a step up in difficulty.
It's much easier to break a promise than to portage a kayak. Besides, there
were plenty of eddiesforboatscouting and
most of the drops could be tackled by hopping from eddy to eddy. And, I reasoned,
they wouldn't have been scary at all if
someone else had been along.
I'd alwaysbeen in favor of scouting a rapid completely from top to bottom
before entering it. But two years earlier I
had met Tom Schibig and Rick Williams,
two kayakersfromWashington. Sincethen
I'd been living by the Schibig- Williams
theory of scouting: "There is always one
more eddv."
Four miles down- eight to go.
Downstream two huge boulders choked
the creek and created what was obviously
a big rapid. I figured I would have to scout
it from the shore. I paddled straight down
into the last eddy on the right. As I peeled
around on aduffek a flash of brown caught
my eye.
"What the hell?" On shore, close
enough to smack with my paddle, sat a
very startled and very big black bear. We
fled in unison, the bear tearing up the hillside and me paddling into the rapid. But
just as1hit thecurrent, Ichickenedout, and
headed back to shore.
Therewasone more eddv. Small,
with a log in it. I crashed into the log and
grabbed it with my left hand, struggling to
avoid being pulled back into the current.
When1hit thelog somethingtoppled on to
theshore. I looked back andexclaimed out
loud to no one, "A bear cub... No... Two!"
I thought this was pretty cool.
Until, that is, they started to make a noise
like awailingDisneylandchainsaw. About

aat time Ifathomed what significance that down the rapid.
.oise might have to their mother. Sure
The bear paced up and down the
nough, I looked up and spotted the Big shore. As times she stood on her hind legs,
damatearingbackdownthe hillin ashower swaying from side to side like someone
trying to wave down a passing car... or to
f stones a flying grass.
I quickly looked down towards build up the courage to swim across a cold
ae upcoming rapid and there it was, one river. Suddenly I didn't feel like Marlin
lore eddv, behind a big boulder in the Perkins anymore. I felt like the guy in
Jddle of the creek. I shot across the cur- Avocalvvse Now who was chased by the
!ntinto theeddy. Isat there, watching the tiger, "Never got out of the boat."
I didn't know much about bears.
2arsand feeling likeMarlin Perkins. I was
so wondering how I was going to get But I did know they could swim and it

should be called Bearzilla.When1returned
toLolo Creekaweeklater withsomefriends,
this rapid had shriveled down to class IV
status. I was certain that it had been much
bigger. What if all the rest of the rapidshad
shrunk? What would my friends think?
But, happily, all the other rapids
were of the same size and in place. Even the
bears were there!
By the time I finished Angry Bear
I was convinced that I was making a first
descent, solo, or that thegnarlywhitewater
dudes had lied to protect what was one of
the best whitewater runs in Idaho.
One way or the other, I knew that
Lolo Creek offered one incredible day of
whitewater. Certainly Lolo's whitewater
providedarefreshingchangefromthetypical Idaho sluice box rapids, which generally featured a single steep drop or technical move. The whitewater on Lolo was as
challenging as any I had seen in the state.
And the LoloCreekcanyonwaslush, beautifully wooded with cedar and fir.
As for thewildlife... Well, it could
be a bit much.
The map predicted onemoresteep
section with a gradient of nearly 100 fpm,
then four or fivemileswitha gradientof 40.
I named the last class V rapid Big
Schmidt after the littlecreek that enters just
above it from the right.
But it might be Bull Schmidt.
It's hard to tell from the map.

didn't takeadegreein biology to know that
this one was pissed.
I know a lot about whitewater.
Once I asked Rick, "What happens when
there isn't one more eddv?"
"That's theway thingsget done,"
he smiled.
I turned around and paddled
blindly and gladly in to a mile of total
chaos.
Another thingIknow aboutbears
is that they canrun. And Iwascertain that

this bear was running along the creek, just
behind the curtain of berry bushes.
Myimaginationwasrunningwild
aswell.Iwould only catcheddieson theleft
bank. By the time I reached thebottom, the
rapid I had just negotiated took on epic
proportions: it was class V... no VI! I'd
boofed over alog and been jammed into an
undercutwall.I'd paddled thewholething
blind!
Well, sort of... I named the rapid
Angry Bear, but in retrospect I think it
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By RlSA SHIMODA CALLOWAY

It started just like any paddling
trip, except that when we got off the plane,
we could not speak the language and had
no boats. Woody and Risa were happy,
however, to be in Paris, hoping to paddle
for a few days before travelling down to
Seu d'urgell, Spain toview the 19!2Olympic whitewater slalomraces. Perception is
an official supplier to the host organizationand theUS Canoe and KayakTeam, so
I was lucky enough to be going as a representative.
Wehad arranged to borrow boats
from alocalcontact, I called for directions.
It seemed that the only English-speaking
employee was away and their location
beyond the scope of all available city
maps. Woody's ingenuity sparked: we
rented our car and hired a taxi: I got in the
taxi and Woody followed in the rental
vehicle, through several interchanges,
around the infamousrotaries, and out into
the countryside. Thirty miles, over an
hour and eighty dollars later, we found
our man and hugged the taxi driver.
Finally, wewere on the road with
some McGiver-inspiredminicellsupports
and twoboatscreatingaslight roof dimple
on our pint-shd rental Peugeot. It took a
while to adjust to the high-speedchase
atmosphere on the highway: many cars
flew by, and when in the passing lane with
a Mercedes or Beemer growinglarger than
life in the rear view mirror, one had a sense
that the driver had absolutely no intention
of reducing his or her speed.
Nine hours later we wearily
pulled off the road. Going to sleep in a
riverside field at 2 a.m., it once again felt
like a normal river trip, except we were in
the French Alps! The next morning we
met threelBrits' -Guy, Dave and Mark-on
their annual paddling vacation in Europe,
and ran a section of the Ubay River,
upstream of an Ocoee-like section. The
stretch we paddled was swift, fairly technical, Class 111-IV and fun.
We then drove a couple of hours
to do a sixteenmilesectionoftheverdonne
River called Europe's 'Grand Canyon.' To

Risa and Woody set forth in an overloaded Peugeot.

(irsten Brown, Kent Ford, Nancy Wiley, Corran Addison, Kristine Addison, John Lugbill
md Woody Callaway hang out by the course.

ny continued amazement, our roof had
lot yet caved in, we were learningenough
Zrench to buy 'baguettes' and 'pain du
:hocolat' (our french bread and chocolate
:roissants, daily staples), and we'd not yet
?xperienceddisaster at the 'squat-over-a-

hole-in-the-bottom-of-a-basin' public toilets. All was well.
The Verdonne Gorge creates a
classic run, through a narrow limestone
canyon with fairly continuous sections of
Class 111-IV water. There are a lot of boul-

b

der gardens that we scouted by boat, but
which would probably attract debris during spring runoff. A couple of narrow, flat
sections were clogged by rocks or debris
but a the thirteen cubic meter/=. flow (it
has been run lower and much higher) the
portages took but a few minutes. The
coolest rapid runs right into a cave: it
actually gets black before you see light at
the other end to paddle out. You might
want to hike around to the downstream
side of the cave for reassurance of an exit.
The most astonishing sights,
along most of the run were hikers who had
brought in picnics to enjoy on the river's
edge, hundreds of feet, down steep paths,
from the roadside pull-offs. Additionally, as we approached the lake which
backs up into the river run about two
miles, there were nearly one hundred canoes, touring kayaks and peddle boats,
rented for the day. (One would never see
similar numbers of Americans exerting
themselvesso!) I wondered for amoment,
as1am alittleslow,why theboys suddenly
wanted to pull over and have lunch on
shore: many of the peddle boat tourists
were wearing very nice bikini bottoms. I
was reminded that this wasn't exactly a
normal river trip...we were, after all, in the
south of France.
Before parting ways with our
friends from the U.K.,we headed for the
beach in Cannes, just to see what was
there. Well, while surrounded by a few
enormous yachts and lots of fancy autos
and shops, it was just a crowded sandy
beach. It was, notably, decorated by some
of those pretty bikini bottoms that we'd
seen a few days earlier!
After six more hours on the road,
an overnight in Foix (home of 'foix gras,'
goose liver pate...) we drove across the
Pyrenees, through the postage-stamp-ske
principalityof Andorra and toSeu d' Urgell,
site of the 1992 Whitewater Olympic Slalom events. Sure enough, our entry to the
city was met with a few banners which
bore the Olympic rings and Barcelona '92
symbol. We also saw military personnel,
positioned at several street corners, at a
"ready" position, i.e., forefinger on the
trigger of a serious looking rifle. Whoa.
The reason: Olympic officials
were concerned about the possibility of
demonstrations or a show of force by the

Risa rides the ramp from the end of the Olympic run back to the start of the course.

local people of 'Catalonia,' once an independent country,which covered thenortheastern corner of Spain (including
Barcelona),southeastern corner of France,
and islands like Majorca. The people of
this region have been pursuing independence, and this remote, containableOlympic site might have been a good target for
a specific intrusive effort by militant liberty-seekers.
Wefollowed the signsto thelParc
del Segre' - named for the Segre River and pulled up to a very pretty, very seri-

ous-looking security guard, Maria Garcia
Gonzales Perez.
Having been excited to try out
my rusty Spanish, it was a little weird to
speak to Maria in Spanish then hear her
relay my message in a very different language into her walkie talkie: it sounded
sort of French, sort of Spanish, sort of
something completely different. It was
Catalan.
Fortunately, within minutes we
were past the gate, parked, and walking
with Ramon Ganyet, the site planner/

designer. Through his friendship with
Bill Masters (the owner of Perception) I
had met Ramon when he visited the U.S.
thisspringto see the potentialwhitewater
venue for 1996 on the Ocoee River. It was
great to see a familiar face. Though diminutive in stature, Ramon's calm, generous hospitality and clear authority instantly put us at ease.
We left the slalom site and entered the city center, identified by the
"Passeig de Joan Brudieu," a four block
long, tree-linedspacefor walking,sitting,
or enjoying refreshments available from
kiosk vendors. Several people were out,
sitting and talking, as this was lunch and
siesta time. The shade of the trees was a
welcome change from the 90 degree,
sunny, dry heat. Past the park, weleft the
main drag and walked through some narrow side streets to a building adjacent to
that which houses the city government.
Six hundred year-old, two feet thick stone
walls left the heat and city sounds outside.
Inside the home, once the medical office for Ramon's father and now
shared by the family, we met his brother
the mayor of Seu,
Joan(pronounced Joe-wahn)Ganyet, and
their friend Maria, who had come to volunteer her time in the Office of Protocol.
After lunch Ramon gave us a
tour of the Parc del Segre. Its opportunity
for existence was created by a disastrous
flood in themid-eighties, whichdestroyed
many buildings and farms.
Ramon, acidengineer and longtime paddler, had already begun to promote the river and area as one good for
whitewater racing and recreation. He
augmented statereconstructionassistance
with other investments, totalling$40 million, to design a facility which temporarily diverts water from the river for
whitewater recreation or hydroelectric
power generation. (They hope to maintain the park with revenue generated by
the sale of electricity.)
The elements of the race site
seemed to have been thoughtfully
planned. The interior of the site 'loop'
whichcombinesthe courseand the canalreturn to the start (utilizing a conveyor
belt on which to ride) was space easily
reserved for athletes, staff, volunteersand
media. Atop the generation station were

Scenes from the Olympic race course: above: Richard Fox breezes through the run while
Risa scrambles through a gate in the photo below,

the administration officesand the technical
hub of the action. Entry and exit was carefully monitored with metal detectors and a
search of all packs, cameras, etc.
The e l e c h . 0 communication
~~
on
site was fantastic. Besides posting current
resultson electronic boards facingthe spectator stands, there were computer terminals at which one could obtain recent rejults, or statistics on any event or athlete.
Athletescould send mail electronicallyand
dso had electronic mailboxes for their use.1
had to spend a lot of time in Ramon's office

using the phone and fax machine, and I
was am& to watch how calmly people
worked, even up to the last day. Interestingly, contradiction of the calm seemed
obvious at various place on site: workers
were painting, building stairways and
sidewalks the day before the races were to
happen. A bit too close for my comfort!
The balanceof the afternoon was
left open to watch athletes who were hoping to be one of the forerunners, those
who would run the course in sections, for
demonstration, prior to the race runs.

I

Americans on the course included Kirsten
Brown, Eileen Ash, and Kent Ford. While
Kent (former head of instruction ant the
Nantahala Outdoor Center and U.S. Team
member, currently producer of instructional videos and Juniors Coach) qualified, he was there to be one of four on-site
announcers who would keep constant activity informationflowing inEnglish,Spanish, Catalan and French.
I was occasionally fooled by seeing fellow paddlers I have seen and or
known for many years, walking along the
course andmentally preparingfor the race
of their lives. They were, for the first time
since 1972, Olympians. It was fantastic. I
wasenviousof their focusfor having made
it there and proud to be of their sport,
though just as a weekend warrior.
There were actually very few
whitewater slalom athletes present. Our
team of fifteen was one of the very largest,
since many countrieshad made the qualifying requirementsvery, very tough. The
result was that for the most part, the athletes in Seu that week represented the
cream of the crop.
Of course, there were a few countries who broke rank and were inspiring
for other reasons. Rafael Gallo, coach for
the Costa Rican team, continues to represent the growth of paddling. His team was
inexperienced by comparison, but they
had worked hard, and were excited and
proud to be there.
On the day before the races, we
worked with Eric Evans, veteran of the
1972Olympics,to tapea segment with him
paddling thecoursewith acamera hooked
up to his helmet. We all felt like grips and
had fun being part of the NBC crew for a
few hours.
At the suggestion of Ramon, I
quietly took a couple of runs on the course
myself, personallyillustratingthat negotiating slalom gates looks deceptively easy
when watching the experts.
The social scene was really fun,
because it was fairly intimate: very few
tickets were made available to the general
public, becauseonly 2,500seatswerebuilt.
As a result, it was easy to cruise through
the square during lunchtime or in the
evening and see most team members and
families, up close and personal.
Woody and I were now joined by
Bill Masters and Graham Goldsmith, who

John Lugbill readies for his run at the top of the course.

lanufacturesPerception boatsfor Europe tum, into the spotlight, we will lose some
ut is also a multi-time C-boat World ~f the intimacy
:hampion. Graham frequently pointed of knowing everyone and feeling personut people sitting about who represented ally attached to all members of the team.
aorld championships from as early as the Yet the excitement and the opportunity
lineteen sixties. I wondered how they all this
.It about the profile of the sport at the portends for these men and women who
aoment: they all looked absolutely have worked so hard, seems good and
bright. I think we can manage our exposyched to be in Seu.
sure
and growth.
We also frequently saw members
The post-racefestivities included
lf the large contingent of people reprea
small
reception
for our team and their
enting our hope for whitewater to be
families,
an
intimate
paella dinner for over
ncluded in the roster of events in 1996.
1,000
people
at
the
Olympic
Village, and a
'im Kelly, Don Giddens, Joellen Dickey
great
street
dance
at
the
ubiquitous
city
nd Mike Hipsher have been major forces
square.
As
champagne
corks
blew
and
spart of the W.1.N WtewaterinNinetyfix)group in Atlanta, and three represen- toasts abounded, people were swimming
atives from the Forest Service came to in the fountain and singing boldly early
.am about the Parc del Segre site as they on. The streets quieted around the time
Prepare to be prepared for the monumen- the sunbegan to rise, and the sounds of an
a1 task of readying the Upper Ocoee as a almost-average Monday morning workday almost obscured the sigruficance of
'enue.
The races runs now are history. the prior weekend in thelife of whitewater.
Woody and Risa packed up,
h e resultsincluded surprisinglyfantastic
headed
north,
back over the mountains,
uns, expectedly strong runs, and disapand
made
our
way
back to the hubub of
pointingly, almost-perfect runs. Most
Paris
and
Orleans
airport.
The return was
mple, from every country, really wanted
pleasantly
uneventful,
and
I am pretty
on Lugbill and Richard Fox to leave the
sure,
now
having
received
a couple of
ite with gold medals. Everyone was
months'
worth
of
American
Express
bills,
hilled for Scott Strasbaughand JoeJacobi
that
Budget
Rent-a-Car
never
discovered
o have absolutely killer runs, and for
h n a Chladek to also be up on the stage to how horribly dented that little Peugeot's
roof was.
eceive a medal for the U.S.
As our sport matures and is
forced, through media-induced momen-
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which every man owns, but no man can see."
Then he looked at me pointedly, his patience
obviously wearing thin. "You seem to have
caught your breath... shall we hit the river
together?"
"But my boat ..." I sighed.
He gestured to the shore. "Over
there," he announced, "and none the worse
for the experience."
"But it started to fold and... how did
it get on shore, anyway?"
He laughed out loud again. "I put
it there; your paddle too. And they are both
just fine."
He was right, they were both amazingly intact. I didn't know how or when he
salvaged them, but there they were.
And so we paddled off together,
into the rock garden that leads to Triple Drop.
What a phenomenal boater he was.
Almost flashy... though I'm sure he wasn't
showing off. His technique was flawless and
he really knew how to read water. His
Extreme literally danced through the intricacies of the rapids.
Omega managed to catch eddies in
Triple Drop that I didn't even know existed.
I knew I'd never seen him on a river
before, because if I had, I would have remembered. He cut a dashing figure, one you
would not forget. His helmet matched his
boat, anthracite black with gold metal flaking.
There wasn't a scratch on either. The rest of
his gear was black and white as well, very
unusual, but striking.
He was a considerate river companion as well, at least he sure kept a close eye out
for me. After the predicament he'd pulled me
out of, I could hardly blame him.
At the bottom of Triple Drop, I cornered him again.
"Damn, you are really good! Were
you on the team?"
"The team....," Omega chuckled.
"No... not me...I'm not into competitive boating."
"Then how did you develop that
technique?" I inquired.
Again that mysterious smile. "I've
learned a great deal by observing the mistakes of others. Over the years I've had the
opportunity to witness a lot of havoc on the
river."
"Like me, today," I mused. "I guess
there is nothing wrong with learning from the
school of hard knocks. Especiallyif you aren't
the one that is taking the licks."
Soon we had reached the approach
to El Horrendo. No matter how many times
I've run that rapid, it still gives me the creeps.
It has always seemed to me that no matter
how good you are, what happens in that
megahole at the bottom is a matter of luck.
And, aside frommeeting the myste-

rious stranger, my luck hadn't been very
good that day.
Like a gentleman, helet m e m first.
That suited me fine; I wanted to get it over
with. Well, I made it out in one piece, but it
wasn't pretty. I rocketed out of the hole in a
tailspin and slammed against the rocky ledge
on river right. But, within seconds, I flushed
downstream and regained control, just in
time to seem my new friend enter the drop.
He started from the eddy on &er
left, then ferried across to the top of the hydraulic... no mean feat at 1300 cfs. Then he
turned and literally flew over the hole in a
spectacular boof move the like of which I had
never seen. That bugger never even got his
face wet!
But before I could express my admiration, he headed downstream, eddy hopping through the last class V rock garden like
it was the Nantahala. It took all of my ability
and concentration, but I managed to duplicate most of his moves. Most, but not all. Like
I said, he was one hot boater.
Omega spun into an eddy above
Climax and climbed out of his boat. Eager for
more conversation, I happily joined him. I
was beginning to suspect that there was something very unusual about my new friend.
Maybe I should have been afraid of him, but
I wasn't. I was intrigued.
We sat on a ledge and talked for
nearly an hour. He was charming and witty,
but evasive as hell. He had paddled just about
every river in the country at one time or
another, thoughhedidn't seem toknow many
of the big name hair boaters. I surmised that
he was a loner.
All at once a frigid blast of air blew
through the canyon, almost as if on cue.
Omega pretended to check his watch and
then he shook his head. "Damn... look at the
time. I've got to get going; I've got work to
do."
I glanced at the sullen sky. It was
nearly dark. Where had the day gone?
Suddenly, he leaned forward, took
me in his arms, and kissed me. His lips were
even colder than his hands, but there was
more passion in that kiss than in any other I
had ever experienced. The kiss was unexpected... but not unwelcome. Like I said, he
was quite seductive, I would have done anything he asked.
But, sadly, a kiss is all he wanted.
Abruptly, as if he were having second
thoughts, he gently broke our embrace and
backed away; all the while looking at me in
the most peculiar and saddest way. As if he
knew it was not meant to be.
It took me nearly as long to catch my
breath after that kiss as it had after he rescued
me from the Russell Fork. And, for a time, I
was just as speechless.
"It was really great paddling with
you, Carla," he whispered. "You are every-

thing I expected... and more."
"Well, it was lucky for me that you
came along," I replied. "After all, you saved
my life."
"Yes, I guess I did," he mused quietly. "And that's not a role that I often get to
play ."
He made that pronouncement with
gravity and finality, effectively dismissing
any lingering doubts I had about his real
identity.
"Will I see you again?" I inquired
tentatively.
He gave me an intense look. I could
tell he was reading my mind. "Yes. Eventually, we will meet again."
"Soon?" I asked.
"Do you really want to know the
answer to that question?" he replied.
"I'm not sure," I answered hesitantly.
Omega started to chuckle. "Well, I
can tell you this. It won't be for a while.
Unless, of course, Icatch you soloing a flooded
class V river again!"
I was kind of relieved, but kind of
disappointed. "Well, I'll try to behave myself.
But, when we do meet, Al, will it be on the
river?"
"Would you like that... to meet me
on the river?"
I didn't have to think about it long.
"Sure enough. The river would
be the best place for me to meet a friend like
you."
Omega gave me a knowing smile.
"Then on the river it shall be."
My acquaintancehit the waterahead
of me, caught an eddy and gave me one last
wave. Then he peeled out into thecurrent and
disappeared over the brink of Climax, the last
class V on the Russell Fork.
As I rounded the bend at the top of
the drop, I spotted him downstream, watching to make certain I was okay. I directed my
attention back to the rapid, throwing several
deep braces before reeling into the still water
at the bottom.
I looked around for my new friend,
but he was gone.
I wasn't really surprised.
I don't think he needed to wony
about a shuttle.

He kindly stopped for Carla
By CARLA GARRISON
It was a stupid stunt and I knew it.
But when did that ever stop me from doing
anything?
Yes... it was damned foolhardy. If I
screwed up, there was a good chance I would
wind up as catfish bait. But, to be honest, at
that particular point in my life, I didn't care.
Not that I was suicidal... don't get
me wrong. But things hadn't been going my
way... personally or professionally. I was
frustrated and unhappy, not adverse to taking more chances than usual to achieve a
vicarious thrill.
That's how I came to be soloing the
Russell Fork that late October day, four years
ago. It was the Monday after the last scheduled weekend release. Everyone had headed
home the night before, assuming that the
Russell Fork was spent for another season.
But I was tired and disgusted withmy boss, so
I decided to camp over and call off in the
morning.
The freak storm hit around midnight, the lightning illuminating the gorge
intermittently like a neon strobe, the thunderclaps ricocheting off the jagged cliffs from
Kentucky to Virginia and back again. The air
reeked of ozone and the rain hammered the
cap of my truck like a maniac child throwing
a monstrous tantrum.
I was not surprised to discover that
the Russell Fork was running at 1300 cfs the
next morning.
Alone or not, how I could I pass this
up?
By the time I biked my shuttle and
hit the water, it was one o'clock. It was a
gloomy day, the somber sky ripe with black
storm clouds, jousting with each other in the
wind. The Russell Fork was shrouded by a
swirling fog and the water was downright
cold. Most of the leaves had fallen and those
that hadn't were coming down fast. The atmosphere at the put in was ominous and
foreboding... it gave me the willies.
Well, I hadn't gone far before I got
my comeuppance. Maybe I was preoccupied,
or just a bit complacent. At any rate, I suddenly found myself broached on the jagged
boulder on the left at the base of the class 111
below Tower Falls. My first response was
indignation. The nerve of that thing!
I was stable...for a time... moreirked
at my carelessness than frightened. I tried to
dislodge myself.
Well, if you didn't know it already,
I'll tell younow. That rock is badly undercut.
And the forceof t h e c u m t , especially at 1300
cfs, had a ruthless power that could not be

denied.
Consequently, as I struggled to
break free, I found myself slipping deeper
and deeper. Soon I was buried to my elbows...
then to my shoulders. Somehow the whole
situation seemed so ridiculous... and surreal.
By the time I gave up and attempted
to abandon my kayak, it started to fold. I
didn't pop my skirt; the river did that, instantaneously flooding my Extra to the brim. At
the same time my boat shifted again... and I
found myself completely submerged, still
upright, but trapped.
Frantically, I fought to break free;
within seconds my lungs were howling for
air. I thought, "Well, dummy, you've really
done it this time."
Funny what goes through your head
at a time like that. I almost laughed when I
imagined what Charlie Walbridge was going
to say about me in his annual report.
Eventually,Iaccepted theinevitable,
quit struggling, and decided to... let go. You
would be surprised at how easy that is to do.
I didn't know where he came from
or how he got to me. I hadn't seen him on the
shore or on the river. So, when I felt those
hands grab hold of me, it came as quite a
surprise.
God, his hands were strong, but
more than that, they were hard as bone and
cold as stone. The force of his grasp left
imprints on my chest wall for days...peculiar
purple patches that I thought would never
fade.
Mind, I'm not complaining... if it
hadn't havebeen for his tremendousstrength,
I wouldn't be any more than a grim footnote
in whitewater history.
And, somehow, I don't know how,
he pulled me out of my boat and got me onto
the shore. I really don't remember much
about it. Maybe I blacked out for a while, but
it seemed like it happened in an instant.
I do know that before I caught my
breath... even while I was still coughing and
spitting up Russell Fork water... I was overwhelmed by his presence.
When I tried to choke out some
thanks, I found myself speechless. He was,
quite simply, the most irresistible man I had
ever encountered.
Handsome beyond words he was,
too good to be true, in a peculiar sort of way.
His curly hair was dark, his facial features
strong, his teeth immaculately white beneath
his moustache. But most striking of all were
his eyes... jet black and piercing. I tell you,

with those eyes that guy could look right into
your very soul.
He was absolutely tantalizing; I
couldn't look away. He p e e d at me anxiously, then, when he was certain I was okay,
he started to laugh. I started to laugh too.
Hysterically. Idon't knowwhy. Maybeit was
contagious, or maybe just from relief.
Finally, thecat gavebackmytongue.
"Glad you happened by," I said, trying unsuccessfully to sound nonchalant. As my terror subsided, embarrassment took its place.
"I'm not usually that clumsy," 1
stammered.
"I know," he replied with a grin.
"Not the famous Carla Garrison."
"Infamous is more like it," I answered. "But you have me at an advantage...
have we met?"
"Oh, we've had some close encounters, but never face to face." He studied me for
amoment, and thenhe held out his hand."My
last name is Omega, but my friends call me
Al."
When my hand met his I nearly
gasped out loud. His grip was powerful, but
more than that, once again 1noticed that
indescribable iciness... his hand seemed to
suck the warmth right out of my mine. But,
oddly, it wasn't an unpleasant sensation.
"A1 Omega... obviously Greek," I
observed with a chuckle. "Your parents had
a sense of humor."
"Oh yes," he replied sardonically.
"My father is quite the prankster."
I was surprised that I hadn't heard
of this hunk who had come to my rescue. He
must havebeen a good boater, after all, as best
I could tell, he was soloing the Russell Fork.
"You're not from around here?" I
inquired.
"No, not really. My work takes me
all over the world."
"You're lucky. What kind of work
do you do?"
He hesitated for several seconds
before answering, and his reply was carefully
:onsidered.
"I'm in the pick up and delivery
business. I make sure that things end up
where they belong."
He was clearly being evasive, and
that just piqued my curiosity. I'm not known
For my tact... or sensitivity.
"What kind of things do you deliver?"
He answered with a riddle. "That
Please turn to page 47
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First made for video boats on the Tull River
in Australia in 1986,the S W R E D D Ehas
~
been built and & power-tested ever since. A
great way for an experienced river runner t
introduce a novice to GOOD water! They ar
stable yet responsive in big H20& fast in f
water. Two experienced paddlers can stre
their limits...hole punching
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We are committed to
le premise that "heavy
duty" does not mean
HEAVY.........the
SHREDDER rolls
up into a compact
18" x 28"! The cross
tubes & raised floor
eliminate the need for
a bulky frame. Have
been used as guide
boats on raft & ducky
trips...made entirely in
domestic content!
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